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In this dissertation, I present the mechanism of graphene hydrogenation via 

three different electron sources: scanning electron microscopy, e-beam irradiation and 

H2 and He plasma irradiation. In each case, hydrogenation occurs due to electron 

impact fragmentation of adsorbed water vapor from the sample preparation process. In 

the proposed model, secondary and backscattered electrons generated from incident 

electron interactions with the underlying silicon substrate are responsible for the 

dissociation of water vapor. Chemisorbed H species from the dissociation are 

responsible for converting graphene into hydrogenated graphene, graphane. These 

results may lead to higher quality graphane films having a larger band gap than 

currently reported. 

In addition, the dissertation presents a novel and scalable method of controllably 

removing single atomic planes from multi-layer graphene using electron irradiation from 

an intense He plasma under a positive sample bias. As the electronic properties or multi-

layer graphene are highly dependent on the number of layers, n, reducing n in certain 

regions has many benefits. For example, a mask in conjunction with this thinning 

method could be used for device applications.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

As the information age progresses, so does the need for smaller and faster 

electronic devices.  At the current rate of expansion, the density of transistors capable 

of being placed on an integrated circuit will reach a fundamental limit.  This is most 

notably due to the exponential nature of the increasing density (known as Moore’s law) 

and the size of the atom.  This trend, however, does not consider transitioning to new 

materials that would inherently be much smaller and faster than their silicon 

predecessors.  Such a transition may be necessary to continue the behavior of Moore’s 

Law that that is demanded by consumer electronics. 

Within the past two decades, many researchers have studied novel materials 

that could possibly replace silicon as an industry standard.  Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [1-

3] were a prime candidate for many years; however, limitations in CNT device 

fabrication have left the field virtually abandoned.  While no longer being pursued for 

their electronic properties, mechanical applications for CNTs have been found due to 

their high tensile strength.  A CNT is a single sheet of graphite, or two-dimensional (2D) 

graphite, rolled up into a tube.  Typically, such tubes have diameters of around 1 nm. 
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Interestingly, unraveling a CNT along its axis reveals a material that has recently 

caused quite a stir in the material sciences.  2D graphite, also known as graphene – or 

monolayer graphene (MLG) – is a true 2D material comprised of a hexagonal

(honeycomb) network of sp2-bonded carbon atoms with nearest-neighbors spaced 

0.142 nm apart.  Many think of MLG as the mother of all carbon allotropes.  For 

example, zero-dimensional fullerenes [4], one-dimensional CNTs, and three-dimensional 

graphite are all MLG derivatives.  Prior to the discovery of MLG, true 2D materials were 

long believed to not exist at temperatures above absolute zero due to thermal 

fluctuations [5,6].  It was thought that these fluctuations would overcome the strong 

covalent bonds that hold atoms together, causing 2D lattices to lose their integrity. 

In 2004, MLG was successfully isolated and observed on a SiO2/Si substrate using 

phase contrast microscopy by Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov at the University 

of Manchester, UK [7].  Along with further groundbreaking reports on MLG properties, 

this discovery won Geim and Novoselov the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2010.  The critical 

thickness of the oxide layer (300 nm) allowed MLG to be observed using white light.  

Since then, mono-layers of other materials such as boron-nitride (BN) and molybdenum-

disulfide (MoS2) have been isolated [8].  The discovery of MLG opened the door to a 

brand new material which led to many experiments revealing its unique and peculiar 

properties.  For example, MLG exhibits an anomalous quantum Hall effect [9] as well as 

ballistic transport properties [10], even at room temperature (RT) ≈ 23 °C.  These 
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strange properties are a direct result of the band structure of MLG.  These properties 

and many possible applications, discussed below, are the reasons why research on MLG 

has exploded since its discovery.   

Chapters 3, 4 and 5 of my dissertation present results and discussions of 

modified MLG, as well as bi-layer graphene (BLG) and tri-layer graphene (TLG).  BLG and 

TLG are also of interest due to additional properties not found in MLG.  While the 

conical nature of MLGs bandstructure near the Fermi level gives rise to massless charge 

carriers modeled by the Dirac equation [10], the bandstructure of BLG and TLG are quite 

different.  BLG is a semimetal with overlapping parabolic bands, which give rise to 

massive charge carriers [11].  By the application of a perpendicular electric field, a 

tunable bandgap of up to 250 meV can be induced in BLG [12].  The bandstructure in 

TLG depends on the layer stacking order.  TLG with ABA stacking is predicted to be a 

semimetal with overlapping parabolic bands [11] while ABC stacked TLG is predicted to 

be a zero-gap semimetal [13].  Similar to BLG, a band opening up to 250 meV in ABC 

stacked TLG can be induced by the application of a perpendicular electric field [13].  

More details on stacking orders are provided in section 1.4.   

Chapter 3 concerns the reversible hydrogenation of MLG, BLG and TLG.  Though 

MLG has attracted considerable interest due to its unique electronic properties - most 

notably its high charge carrier mobility -  the lack of a band gap in MLG severely limits its 

applications in semiconductor devices.  For example, transistor applications at RT 

involving amplification or switching require large on-off current ratios.  Such 
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applications - common in analog and digital circuitry - typically involve materials with 

bandgaps > 1 eV.  Fully hydrogenated MLG, known as graphane, is predicted to have a 

band gap of about 3.5 eV [14], thus, graphane would be quite suitable for 

semiconductor device applications.  Recently, experimental results for the formation of 

graphane have been reported [15].  Theoretical reports on hydrogenated BLG, diamane, 

predict a bandgap of 3 eV tunable by a perpendicular electric field [16].  To date, no 

experimental evidence for diamane or hydrogenated TLG have been reported.  In 

chapter 3, we present evidence for diamane as well as hydrogenated TLG, which we 

refer to as triamae.    

In Ref [15], MLG samples were fully hydrogenated by exposure to a cold remote 

H2 plasma.  In their paper, the proposed mechanism for plasma hydrogenation was 

attributed to the attachment of atomic hydrogen species from within the plasma.  It was 

further shown that the hydrogenation was fully reversible by low temperature 

annealing at 450 ˚C.  These conclusions were based on Raman spectroscopy, changes in 

electronic behavior and a decrease in lattice spacing observed in tunneling electron 

microscopy (TEM) studies.   

Our work on MLG began in early 2008, at which time we began preparing 

exfoliated samples for device fabrication.  Due to facility limitations, we were unable to 

prepare devices in the usual way - by e-beam lithography.  Thus, we attempted to 

prepare devices by the patterning of platinum electrodes via focused ion beam (FIB) gas 

assisted deposition.  In this process, a dual beam scanning electron microscopy 
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(SEM)/FIB system was utilized.  MLG samples were imaged using the SEM and prepared 

for the patterning of contacts using the FIB.  Though our attempt at patterning 

electrodes proved unsuccessful, due to the destructive nature of heavy gallium ion 

collisions with MLG, we discovered an effect which we attributed to SEM irradiation.   

Prior to contact deposition, MLG samples were characterized using Raman 

spectroscopy to verify that they were in fact single atomic layers with high crystalline 

quality. Among all the methods used for MLG characterization, none provide a more 

detailed insight than Raman spectroscopy.  Pristine MLG samples display two peaks in 

their Raman spectra:  the G peak at 1580 cm-1 and the 2D peak at 2680 cm-1.  

Remarkably, three additional Raman peaks appeared in our samples after they were 

imaged with an SEM:  the D peak at 1330 cm-1, the D' peak at 1620 cm-1 and the D+D' 

peak at 2950 cm-1.  The origin and mechanics of these Raman peaks are explained in 

greater detail in section 2.2.  To our surprise, these same three additional peaks were 

reported in ref [15] for MLG samples exposed to a H2 plasma three months after our 

independent observation of them; the authors attributed the appearance (and 

disappearance) of these peaks to hydrogenation (and dehydrogenation after annealing 

at 450 ˚C).  Furthermore these peaks we observed were also fully reversible after low 

temperature annealing at 200 ˚C.  The indisputable similarities between our results and 

those published in ref [15] led us to conclude that exposing MLG to electron irradiation 

from an SEM leads to the  formation of graphane.          
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The profound implications of graphane led us to further explore reversible 

hydrogenation by the following alternate methods: electron irradiation from a SEM, an 

e-beam operating in ultra high vacuum (UHV), and plasmas of H2 and He.  In these 

experiments, we further explored the mechanism behind hydrogenation.  We found 

that hydrogenation occurs due to electron impact fragmentation of water vapor 

adsorbates present above and below MLG samples.  The results of our hydrogenation 

experiments have been published in references [17-19].  In ref [19], we challenged the 

widely believed mechanism of plasma hydrogenation.  It was previously believed that 

hydrogenation occurred due to exposure to H ions and radicals within the plasma.   We 

found that hydrogenation occurs due to electrons within the plasma rather than H 

species, as previously thought.  The deeper knowledge of the hydrogenation mechanism 

may have profound impacts on device fabrication, for example, an e-beam from a 

lithography system could be used to pattern graphane nanostructures without the need 

for a hydrogen plasma or a resist. 

In chapter 4, results on the removal of single atomic layers from multi-layer 

graphene are reported.  Multi-layer graphene is defined as few layer graphite - with n 

atomic layers - where n is typically less than 10.   During our plasma experiments, we 

observed an overall decrease in the number of atomic layers of samples after exposure 

to an intense helium plasma.  These results were corroborated by optical microscopy, 

Raman spectroscopy and atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies.  As the properties of 

multi-layer graphene - such as electrical conductivity, optical transparency and 
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mechanical strength - heavily rely on n, controllably reducing n in multi-layer samples 

would have a wide range of applications.  For example, in flat panel displays and solar 

cells, thicker regions are desired for interconnects while thinner regions are required for 

greater optical transparency.   Currently, known methods of reducing n in multi-layer 

graphene are quite limited.  For example, they remove all but one layer [20], or require 

successive zinc sputtering and acid treatments for the removal of each layer [21].  By 

varying the sample bias and exposure time during helium plasma exposure, we 

demonstrate a controllable method of reducing n from multi-layer graphene one layer 

at a time.  We have found that thinning occurs due to the electron stimulated 

dissociation of basal plane carbon atoms.  Since plasma sources are compatible with 

current microfabrication technology, our technique could be used as a scalable method 

of thinning selected regions of multi-layer graphene for device applications.  These 

results have been accepted for publication in Small as the inside cover article [22]. 

Chapter 5 concerns the oxidative etching of MLG, BLG and TLG.  Etching 

experiments were carried out on pristine, pre-annealed, hydrogenated and 

dehydrogenated MLG, BLG and TLG with the aim of understanding the fundamental 

mechanisms involved in etching of such samples.  Oxidative etching of highly oriented 

pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) has been extensively studied with profound applications such 

as heat shields for the atmospheric reentry of spacecraft, ablation and  gas cooled 

reactors [23].  In the oxidation of HOPG, the formation of hexagonal pits was observed 

and attributed to the nucleation at preexisting defect sites [24,25]. With the advent of 
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isolated MLG, similar experiments have been conducted on MLG with the aim of 

understanding etching mechanisms as well as implementing such mechanisms in the 

micro-fabrication of MLG devices [26,27].  We found that hydrogenation significantly 

increases oxidative pit formation in MLG and BLG, but not TLG or thicker-layer samples.  

Dehydrogenation decreases pit formation in both MLG and BLG.  Annealing pristine 

MLG at 400 ˚C, which removes physisorbed water and oxygen adsorbates, does not have 

a significant impact on pit formation.  However, annealing MLG at 590 ˚C, which reduces 

the step height between MLG and the SiO2/Si substrate, increases the onset 

temperature for pit formation to values comparable to those in HOPG.  This result is 

contrary to arguments presented in ref [28] that proposed pre-annealing MLG on SiO2 

decreases the onset temperature for pit formation. These authors claim that structural 

deformities resulting from annealing induce sp3 C bond character which leads to a 

higher reactivity.    We propose that the greater adhesion after high temperature 

annealing allows for direct weak interactions between the MLG and substrate, reducing 

the reactivity of the MLG.  We note that the authors in ref [28] annealed MLG samples 

at temperatures between 300 and 400 ˚C.  At these temperatures, we do not observe 

any change in pit formation or adhesion.  These results, presented in chapeter 5, are 

currently under review for publication in Carbon [29]. 
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1.2 Basic Properties of MLG 

The conical nature [of the valence and conductions bands] of the Fermi surface 

near the Fermi level gives rise to a linear dispersion relation for un-doped MLG.  The 

effective mass for charge carriers near the Fermi level is zero [7].  Such carries are often 

called massless Dirac fermions which can be modeled by the Dirac equation, thus the 

low energy regions where the valence and conduction bands meet are referred to as 

Dirac points.  Consequently, MLG is a zero-band-gap semimetal with charge carriers that 

travel at 1/300 the speed of light [7].  This behavior is quite different from typical metals 

and semiconductors which are modeled by parabolic dispersion relations.  The unique 

band structure of MLG draws certain similarities between MLG and particle physics 

[30,31].  A derivation of MLGs band structure can be found in section 1.3.  This same 

unconventional band structure gives rise to the anomalous quantum Hall effect. 

Along with ballistic electrical transport properties, MLG absorbs only πα = 2.3% 

of visible light, where α is the fine structure constant [32].  This, coupled with high a 

carrier mobility, gives MLG a chance to replace indium tin oxide (ITO) as a thin-film 

transparent-conducting-electrode in applications such as dye sensitized solar cells, 

organic LEDs and solar cells, and liquid crystal displays (LCDs).  This research is further 

motivated by the increasing cost of indium as greater numbers of LCD screens are being 

produced each year – thus a replacement transparent electrode must be investigated. 
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Table 1 lists the remarkable electrical, thermal and intrinsic mechanical 

properties of MLG as compared to silver, copper, gold, steel and silicon.  MLG’s 

electrical conductivity is superior to silver, copper and gold, making it an excellent 

choice as a conductor for integrated circuits (ICs).  MLG also has a superior thermal 

conductivity [33].  Its ballistic ability to transfer heat would give MLG ICs an intrinsic 

heat sink effect.  MLG has a tensile strength of 100 times that of a sheet of steel with  

the same thickness (3.35 Å), thus, any device constructed from MLG would be very 

flexible, stretchable and durable.  

 

1.3 π-Band Structure of MLG 

A derivation of the band structure is necessary in understanding and applying 

the electronic properties of MLG.  The tight binding method – also called the linear 

combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) method – is a simple approach generally taken  

Table 1: How Graphene Stacks up to Other Materials  
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for finding the band structure of MLG [34].  MLGs band structure is a good first 

approximation to that of bulk graphite as the in-plane nearest neighbor distance a = 

1.42 Å is smaller than the distance between inter-planar layers of d = 3.35 Å.  The 

graphene unit cell contains two atoms per unit cell, labeled A and B as shown by the 

shaded rhombus in Figure 1 (a).  In real space, the lattice vectors a1 and a2 can be 

written as: 

    
 

 
  
  

 
         

 

 
   

  

 
   

where the magnitude of each lattice vector is equal to the lattice constant where 

                        

Figure 1.  (a) Real space representation of MLGs hexagonal lattice with unit cell 
indicated by shaded rhombus. (b) First Brillouin zone in k-space shown by shaded 
hexagon.  High symmetry points Γ, K & K’, and M are indicated.   
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The first Brillouin zone is shown by the shaded hexagon in Figure 1 (b).  The reciprocal 

lattice vectors b1 and b2 can be calculated using the following relations: 

     
     

        
        

     
        

        
     

        
 

Therefore: 

    
  

  
 
  

   
        

  

  
  

  

   
   

The reciprocal lattice vectors b1 and b2 are rotated 30° with respect to their real space 

counterparts a1 and a2, respectively, as shown in Figure 1.  High symmetry points within 

the first Brillouin zone are typically labeled Γ, K, K’ and M points as shown in Figure 1 (b), 

where K and K’ are the unequivalent Dirac points in reciprocal space.  For MLG, each 

carbon atom donates three of its four valence electrons to σ bonds which form the 

hybridized sp2 bonds.  The fourth electron forms the 2pz orbital which is responsible for 

the out of plane covalent π-bonding.  Since there are two atoms per unit cell, two π-

bands will be present.  Typically these are labeled π and π*, corresponding to valence 

and conduction bands, respectively.  At the Fermi level, these bands are degenerate at 

the K and K' points. It is these bands which are responsible for MLG’s electronic 

properties, thus – to a good approximation – the band structure can be calculated using 

these bands alone.  The solution to the tight binding method – considering only the 

nearest neighboring atoms – gives the following relation for the energy dispersion in 

MLG [34]: 
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where the prefactor γ arises from nearest neighbor considerations and generally takes 

on the value of ≈ 3.0 eV.  Figure 2 shows a plot of the positive and negative values for 

Equation 1.1 which represent the conduction and valence bands, respectively.  The  

corners of the hexagon (black line) correspond to K and K’ points of the first Brillouin 

zone.  Near these six regions, the dispersion relation is approximated by double cones.   

The energy degeneracy at the K and K' points leads to a relativistic nature of charge 

transport in MLG.  

Figure 2.  Tight-binding band structure of MLG.  Top and bottom surfaces of the 
Fermi surface correspond to conduction and valence bands, respectively.  Near the 
Dirac points, the E-k relation is linear, giving rise to the massless charge carriers.   
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1.4 Crystal Structure of Graphite 

Graphite is formed by the repeated stacking of graphene layers.  Figures 3 (a) 

and (b) show the stacking order of naturally occurring  bernal (ABAB) and rhombohedral 

(ABCABC) graphite, respectively [35].  Experimental results for BLG and TLG will be 

presented in subsequent chapters; thus an introduction to their crystal structures is 

necessary.  While intra-planer atoms are held together by strong covalent bonds, 

stacked graphene layers are held together by weaker van der Waals forces.  In bernal 

graphite, the third layer is stacked exactly above the first layer.  In contrast, the third 

layer in rhombohedral graphite is shifted by the distance 2a from the bottom layer.  It 

has been shown that the two stacking orders give rise to slightly different band 

structures for bulk graphite [35] as well as TLG [13].  It follows that for few-layer  

Figure 3.  Crystal structure of bernal and rhombohedral graphite.   
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graphene, for example TLG, such stacking orders give rise to materials with slightly 

different properties.         

 

 1.5 Properties of BLG, TLG and Their Hydrogenated Analogs 

 We have shown that MLG is a zero-band-gap semimetal with a linear dispersion 

relation near the Dirac points.  However, the lack of a band gap in MLG severely limits its 

usage in microelectronics, thus, a means of inducing an energy gap must be 

investigated.  It has been shown that chemical functionalization, for example 

hydrogenation, can open up a band gap in MLG.   In this section, I discuss hydrogenation 

of MLG as well as BLG and TLG.  Experimental evidence for such hydrogenated 

structures is presented in chapter 3. 

In 2007, Sofo et al. presented theoretical results for hydrogenated MLG in which 

the existence of a true 2D hydrocarbon was proposed [14].  Using density functional 

theory (DFT) calculations, they predicted that their newly proposed material, graphane – 

with chemical formula CH – had a predicted band gap of 3.5 eV.  Two years later, the 

first experimental evidence for graphane was proposed by Elias et al. [15].  It was shown 

that reversible hydrogenation of MLG was achievable by exposure to atomic hydrogen 

from a remote plasma discharge.  Their evidence was greatly supported by a strong and 

sharp Raman D peak which appeared and disappeared after hydrogenation and 

dehydrogenation, respectively.  Furthermore, electron diffraction patterns remained 

hexagonal and showed a substantial decrease in the lattice constant after 
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hydrogenation – suggesting that structural order was maintained after hydrogenation.  

The reduction in lattice constant was in corroboration with the theoretical lattice 

compression created by the formation of graphane. 

 As a possible means of hydrogen storage and microelectronic circuitry, graphane 

has recently attracted quite a bit of attention.  The fully saturated nature of graphane 

causes the parent carbon atoms to assume an sp3 configuration; in ideal graphane, 

hydrogen atoms are attached to each carbon atom above and below in an alternating 

manner.  This configuration is referred to as the “chair” conformation, shown 

schematically in Figure 4 (d).  An alternate – less stable – theoretical configuration is 

“boat” graphane in which the chemisorbed hydrogen atoms alternate above and below 

the plane in pairs [14].  Experimental results on the reversible hydrogenation of MLG, 

BLG and TLG via electron and plasma irradiation are presented in chapter 3. Graphane 

has a calculated C-C bond length of 1.52 Å, substantially greater than the sp2 C-C bond 

length of 1.42 Å in MLG, yet markedly close to that of the sp3 bond length in diamond of 

1.53 Å [14].  Graphane is similar to other hydrocarbons in that the C-H bond length is 1.1 

Å, however, more dissimilarities seem to arise when comparisons to other functional 

groups are made.  For example all other hydrocarbons take on molecular forms whereby 

the carbon atoms form a chain and/or ring basis.   

Recently, other functionalized forms of MLG have been reported.  Because of 

fluorine’s ability to replace hydrogen in many compounds, fluorinated graphene 

(fluorographene) is also a novel material which has recently sparked considerable  
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interest [36-38].  Fluorination gives MLG similar properties to Teflon.  Similar to 

graphane, fluorographene is an insulator with a predicted band gap of 3 eV [36].  

Experimental results on the oxidative etching of pristine, hydrogenated and 

dehydrogenated MLG, BLG and TLG are presented in chapter 4. 

The unique linear nature of MLG’s band structure does not carry over to BLG, 

TLG and thicker-layer graphenes.  For BLG and ABC stacked TLG, the zero gap interface 

of the parabolic valence and conduction bands give rise to massive charge carriers  

Figure 4.  (a)-(c) Ball and stick models for MLG, BLG and TLG, respectively.  (d)-(f) Ball 
and stick models for hydrogenated MLG (graphane), BLG (diamane), and TLG 
(triamane).   
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[12,39,40].  It has been shown that an energy gap of up to 200 meV can be induced in 

BLG by a perpendicular bias [12,39].  A similar phenomenon is observed for TLG with 

ABC stacking order but not ABA [40].  This effect is attributed to both AB stacked BLG 

and ABC stacked TLG possessing and lacking inversion and mirror symmetry, 

respectively. 

Reversible hydrogenation of MLG [15] as well as BLG, TLG and thicker layer 

samples has recently been reported [41].  Theoretical models show that fully 

hydrogenated BLG has a band gap of 3.12 eV, about half an eV less than the predicted 

gap for MLG [16].  This new form of fully hydrogenated BLG, called diamane, has the 

chemical formula C2H and is predicted to be stronger, yet more brittle than graphane 

[16].  Furthermore, the interlayer van der Waals forces that hold the constituent 

graphene sheets of BLG together are predicted to take on a more robust configuration 

upon hydrogenation, turning diamane into a nanolayer of hydrogenated-terminated “bi-

layer” diamond, shown schematically in Figure 4 (e).  Correspondingly, no theoretical 

reports for the existence of a similar triamane, shown schematically in Figure 4 (f), have 

appeared to date.  We present experimental evidence for diamane and triamane in 

Chapter 3.         
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CHAPTER 2 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 

2.1 Sample Preparation: Mechanical Exfoliation of HOPG 

Mono-layer graphene (MLG), bi-layer graphene (BLG) and tri-layer graphene 

(TLG) samples were produced by micromechanical cleavage, also known as mechanical 

exfoliation, of ZYB-grade highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) [7,10].  In this 

process, graphite flakes were drawn from a 12 X 12 mm block of HOPG, purchased from 

Advanced Ceramics, using scotch tape.  The repeated peeling of such flakes using scotch 

tape results in thinner specimens, ultimately leading to higher a distribution of few-layer 

graphite flakes once the exfoliation process is completed.  p-doped Si wafers with a 300 

nm thermally grown oxide (SiO2) layer were chosen as substrates for sample exfoliation.  

The 300 nm oxide layer provides a medium whereby exfoliated MLG, BLG and thicker-

layer flakes display an incrementally increasing contrast with respect to the substrate 

due to optical interference [7,10].  Prior to exfoliation, wafers were cleaved into batches 

of 1 X 2 cm pieces and prepared for hydrofluoric acid (HF) treatment by adhering a 1 X 1 

cm sheet of parafilm wax at the center using a hot plate.  Prepared batches were 

subsequently etched in a 21% solution of HF(aq) for 1 min.  The wax mask prevents the 

etching of the SiO2 layer at the center of the substrate and allows a 0.5 X 1 cm region of 

insulating oxide at either end of the substrate to be etched away.  In this manner, the
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substrate can be mounted on quartz sample holders using two molybdenum clips that 

double as electrical contacts for in situ ohmic heating. By rubbing peeled flakes of HOPG 

onto prepared substrates, the mechanical exfoliation process is completed, as shown 

schematically in Figure 5.  Mechanically exfoliated samples were prepared in ambient 

laboratory conditions at RT and 50% relative humidity (RH).  Under such conditions, 

SiO2/Si substrates have about 3 monolayers of water vapor adsorbed on the oxide 

surface [42].  It has also been shown that one monolayer of water vapor adsorbes on 

the surface of MLG at 50% RH [43].  Thus, MLG, BLG and thicker-layer samples would 

have about three monolayers of water vapor between the sample and substrate and a 

monolayer of water vapor on the top surface.  Samples prepared in this manner without 

any further experimental treatments are referred to as “pristine” samples.  Optical 

contrast microscopy is the first step in sample identification.  By locating flakes with the 

least contrast with respect to the substrate, potential MLG candidates can be cataloged 

for further characterization.  Typically, MLG flakes are neighbored by BLG, TLG and 

thicker layer regions with areas on the order of tens of square microns, as shown by the 

optical image in Figure 6.  Such samples are selected for further experimental 

treatments.  The local proximity of adjacent layers allows for the assumption of near 

identical experimental conditions for neighboring layers.  Samples are subsequently 

characterized by micro-Raman spectroscopy, which can be used to determine 

unambiguously the number of graphitic layers.  Other methods of characterization, such  
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as scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM), will be 

described in following sections 

 

2.2 Sample Characterization: Raman Spectroscopy 

Of all the characterization techniques applied to MLG, none provide a more 

detailed insight of its crystal structure than Raman spectroscopy.  From an analysis of 

obtained Raman spectra, information such as defect densities [44], functionalization 

[15,36,37,45-47] and crystallographic orientation [48] can be extracted.  For our Raman 

data analyses, a Thermo Electron Almega XR micro-Raman spectroscopy system was 

utilized.  Spectra were collected using monochromatic light from a 532 nm frequency 

doubled neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet  (Nd:YAG) solid state laser 

operating with a maximum power of 6 mW.  Through the 100X objective lens on the  

Figure 5. Optical images of the mechanical exfoliation process. (a) 12 X 12 X 2 mm 
block of ZYB-grade HOPG. (b) Using Scotch tape to remove graphitic layers from 
HOPG. (c) Pressing removed graphitic layers onto SiO2/Si substrate. (d) As prepared 
sample ready for optical microscopy. 
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microscope, the incident laser spot size during data acquisition had a diameter d = 0.6 

μm.  After optically locating catalogued samples, spectra were collected for 2 s through 

a 100 μm slit aperture at 100% laser power.  Using multiple gratings, the system 

acquired data with a spectral resolution of 2 cm-1 from 400 cm-1 to 4000 cm-1, sufficient 

for collecting all vibrational modes of our samples.  For pristine MLG on SiO2/Si, four 

Raman peaks – shown in Figure 7 (a) – are observable. Si and 2Si peaks at 520 cm-1 and 

960 cm-1, respectively, due to optical phonon modes within the SiO2/Si substrate [49]. 

Two other peaks, the G peak and the 2D peak at 1580 cm-1 and 2680 cm-1, respectively, 

are also observable in bulk graphite [50].  The G peak is due to in-plane vibrations of sp2-

bonded C atoms while the 2D peak is a result of scattered second order phonons at the 

Brillouin zone edge [50].  The 2D peak is the second harmonic, or overtone, of the  

Figure 6. Optical micrograph of an exfoliated flake. Numbers 1-4 refer to MLG, BLG, 
TLG and quad-layer graphene (QLG), respectively. 
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normally dormant D peak (described below).  Unlike the D peak which requires a defect 

for activation, the 2D peak is observed - even in the absence of defects - as it is the sum 

of two phonons having opposite momentum.   

Raman spectroscopy was carried out in ambient laboratory conditions, thus 

water vapor add-layers present on pristine samples are present during data collection.  

The presence of adsorbed water vapor is not observed to affect the Raman peaks of 

pristine MLG [51].  However, chemical doping effects are observed for annealed MLG 

Figure 7. (a) Raman spectrum of pristine MLG sample on a SiO2/Si substrate.  
Observed are four peaks, Si, 2Si, G and 2D at 520 cm-1, 960 cm-1, 1580 cm-1 and 2680 
cm-1, respectively.  Si and 2Si peaks are due to the underlying substrate while G and 
2D peaks are native to MLG as well as all sp2-bonded carbon materials. (b) Raman 
spectrum of sample shown in (a) after hydrogenation.  Additional peaks observed 
are: D, D’ and (D+D’) peaks at 1330 cm-1, 1620 cm-1 and 2950 cm-1, respectively.  All 
curves are normalized to have the same G peak intensity.  A peak at 2450 cm-1 is also 
observable for MLG and thicker layer samples.  This peak is attributed to an 
intervalley double resonance process between one iTO and one LA phonon. 
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[28].  These doping effects are observable in Raman spectra as an upshift in the G peak 

position and are attributed to either charge transfer between O2 released from the 

underlying SiO2 or from reactions with atmospheric O2 upon re-exposure to air [28]. 

From the full width at half maximum (FWHM) and position of the G and 2D 

peaks, MLG and BLG can unambiguously be identified.  MLG has a characteristic 2D peak 

FWHM of 30 cm-1.  For BLG and thicker-layer samples, this value doubles.  As the 

number of layers tends towards the bulk value of HOPG, an upshift in the 2D peak 

position of 20 cm-1 is observed .  Conversely, a G peak downshift of 10 cm-1 is observed 

as the number of layers increases [50].  This phenomenon is illustrated in Figures 8 (a) 

(d).  For thicker n-layer pristine graphene, where n  10, the number of atomic layers 

can be reliably counted by plotting IG/ISi vs n, where IG and ISi are the integrated 

intensities of the G and Si peaks, respectively.  Values of IG/ISi for neighboring n-layers 

flakes are integer multiples of one another as shown in Figure 8 (e); This provides a 

useful technique for counting graphitic layers for n-layer graphene where n  10 [49]. 

A large portion of my dissertation concerns the reversible hydrogenation of 

MLG, BLG and TLG samples.  Hydrogenated n-layer graphene has been characterized by 

analyzing additional induced Raman peaks that have been attributed to the attachment 

of hydrogen.  D, D’ and (D+D’) peaks – Shown in Figure 7 (b) – occurring at 1330 cm-1, 

1620 cm-1 and 2950 cm-1, respectively, are all observed on hydrogenated MLG and 

historically have required a defect, such as a vacancy or local impurity, for activation 

[15].  For MLG, the D peak is described as an intervalley double-resonance Raman  
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process that results from the breaking of translational sp2 symmetry from the 

attachment of hydrogen atoms above and below each C atom in an alternating manner.  

Such a structure, known as graphane, assumes an sp3 configuration, allowing the 

phonon modes of the normally dormant D peak to activate [15].  The appearance of the 

D' peak has been attributed to an intravalley double-resonance Raman process.  Unlike 

the 2D peak, the combination D+D' peak requires a defect for activation as it is due to 

the sum of two phonons having different momentum [15].   

In Ref [15], hydrogenation was carried out using a cold remote H2 plasma and 

attributed to chemisorption of H species from within the plasma onto the MLG surface.  

In the following chapters, I will present experimental results for the hydrogenation of 

MLG, BLG and TLG induced via electron irradiation from three sources: a scanning 

Figure 8. (a) - (d) Raman spectra of pristine MLG, BLG, TLG and QLG, respectively, 
indicated by numbers 1-4. (e) Plot of IG/ISi vs. n for the layers indicated in (a)-(d). 
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electron microscope (SEM) [17], e-beam [18], and plasma of either H2 or He [19].  In the 

case of each electron source, we propose that hydrogenation occurs due to electron 

impact fragmentation of adsorbed water vapor.  In this process, we propose that 

incident electrons fragment H+ from adsorbed water molecules.  Such fragments have 

translational kinetic energies necessary for overcoming the hydrogenation barrier of 

MLG of about 0.2 eV [52].  The extent of hydrogenation is proportional to the ratio ID/IG, 

where ID is the integrated intensity of the D peak.  For fully hydrogenated MLG, ID/IG ≈ 3; 

Lower values are indicative of less hydrogenation.  For partially hydrogenated graphene 

(PHG), ID/IG  1.  The disappearance of the D, D’ and (D+D’) peaks after post-annealing at 

temperatures as low as 200 °C is evidence for dehydrogenation [15].  Vibrational modes 

for the G and D peak are shown schematically in Figure 9. 

  

2.3 Sample Preparation: Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) 

In addition to samples created by mechanical exfoliation of HOPG, large-area 

MLG films can be grown on Cu foils [53-55] and other metal substrates [56-58] by CVD. 

Such samples do not have the dimensional limitations that exfoliated samples do as the 

sample size depends only on the size of the substrate.  In our laboratory, we have grown 

MLG films on the order of square centimeters.  Figure 10 shows a comparison of the 

Raman spectra for a CVD grown MLG sample on Cu and an exfoliated MLG sample.  A 

gas inlet system attached to a Thermolyne 21100 tube furnace (shown in Figure 11)  
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operating at a base pressure of 10-4 Torr was utilized for the growth of MLG samples on 

Cu foils.  The detailed procedure for growing MLG on Cu is as follows.  0.025 mm thick 

99.999% pure Cu foil is cut into 1 x 2 cm pieces and placed on a quartz boat attached to 

a linear translator rod.  Using mechanical roughing pumps, the furnace is evacuated to a 

base pressure of 10-4 Torr.  A liquid nitrogen cooled trap stops the back diffusion of 

pump oil into the furnace, preventing contamination.  The Cu foil is then translated to 

the center of the furnace and reduced at temperature T=950 °C at a flow of 50 standard 

cubic centimeters per minute (SCCM) of H2 at 10 Torr for 30 min.  Then a 100 sccm flow 

of CH4 is added for 10 min.  During this time, a high T reaction removes C atoms from 

CH4 which then become soluble in the Cu foil.  The low solubility of C in Cu is partially 

responsible for the reaction responsible for limiting the growth to one carbon  

 

Figure 9. (a) and (b) Vibrational mode diagrams of the D and G peaks, respectively. 
Black balls are C atoms, while arrows indicate perturbative directions of vibration. 
The D mode is similar to a breathing mode which requires an out of plane translation, 
induced by sp3-hybridization, to occur. The G mode is an interplanar vibration of two 
superimposed triangular lattices.  Shown is a vibration along one dimension of the 
two-dimensional MLG lattice. 
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layer [53].  The foil is then translated out of the furnace and allowed to cool for 30 min.  

Cu foils are then submerged in a 1 molar (M) aqueous solution of Fe(NO3)3 for 2 hours.  

The solution completely etches away the Cu allowing the freshly grown MLG film to 

float to the surface of the solution.  A spoon is sufficient for fetching the film for transfer 

to a bath of DI water for cleansing.  This rinsing process is repeated until the sample is 

free of contaminants from the etching solution.  The film is then transferred to another 

substrate such as glass or SiO2 for further examination.  Such films are very inert as out 

of plane  bonds are minimally reactive. 

The CVD system was also used to study oxidative etching of exfoliated MLG, BLG 

and TLG samples.  Oxidative etching was carried out by introducing samples into the  

Figure 10. Raman spectra of CVD-grown and exfoliated MLG samples. All curves are 
normalized to have the same G peak intensity. Inset shows optical image of an as-
grown CVD MLG sample on Cu. 
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tube furnace at T=540-650 °C.  During oxidation, samples were exposed to an O2 

environment at 150 Torr for 30 min.  As a result of oxidation, the position of the G peak 

in MLG increases by as much as 20 cm-1 due to p-type chemical hole doping [28].  

Experimental results for the oxidative etching of MLG, BLG and TLG are presented in 

Chapter 4.        

 

2.4 Sample Characterization: Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 

AFM is a method of scanning probe microscopy (SPM) that has become widely 

used in the three dimensional (3D) imaging and characterization of MLG due to its 

ability to resolve surface features on the order of angstroms.  As a result, AFM has 

become nearly as indispensible as Raman spectroscopy.  Though many different 

Figure 11. Photograph of the Thermolyne 21100 tubular furnace used for CVD 
growth, low temperature annealing of samples, and oxidative etching of samples. 
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companies offer their version of an AFM, in theory, each instrument operates on the 

same principles - described in the following paragraphs. 

AFM draws many similarities from scanning tunneling microscopy (STM).  

Invented in the early 1980s, STM uses a piezoelectric scanner to raster a sharp metallic 

probe over the surface of a conducting sample in the presence of an electric field.  At 

probe-sample distances of a few angstroms, a tunneling current will be established and 

sent to an amplifier.  Atomic scale resolution is obtained via changes in tunneling 

currents as the probe scans laterally over the sample.  Changes in tunneling current are 

converted to a signal which forms the image.  Though STM can be used as a method of 

imaging of MLG and HOPG, complexities severely limit its use as an imaging technique 

for MLG.  For example, STM requires samples to be conducting.  Though MLG is an 

excellent conductor, its presence on insulating substrates adds a degree of difficulty in 

preparing a conductive sample.  Furthermore, the small nature of MLG samples makes 

locating such samples for STM quite difficult. 

In a similar manner, AFM also uses a piezoelectric scanner to raster a cantilever 

with a sharp probe over a sample surface.  Unlike STM, samples do not have to be 

conducting as AFM images are created by deflections of the cantilever from surface 

features.  Deflections are measured by reflecting a laser off the back of the cantilever to 

a photodetector.  Small deflections (corresponding to surface features, for example a 

step between MLG and the underlying SiO2Si substrate) manifest themselves as larger 

deflections at the photodetector.  The photodetector then converts the laser signal 
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position into photocurrents which directly correspond to changes in z-height of the 

sample.  By plotting z-height vs. xy position, the 3D AFM image is generated. 

In our laboratory, AFM was carried out using a Quesant Q-Scope 250 system 

equipped with either a 20 or 80 μm scan head capable of laterally imaging surface 

features on the order of nanometers and step heights on the order of angstroms.  In our 

experiments, wavemode imaging was implemented as contact mode probes have a 

higher tendency to tear and damage MLG samples.  Wavemode is a type of intermittent 

contact imaging.  In this imaging mode, high stiffness cantilevers are set into oscillatory 

motion by a separate piezoelectric vibrator.  The high cantilever stiffness allows for 

oscillatory frequencies between 70 and 200 kHz.  In contrast to contact mode imaging - 

where the cantilever probe is in constant contact with the sample surface - wavemode 

probes only touch the sample surface at the lowest extreme of their oscillations.  Thus, 

shear and compressive forces can be minimized leading to less possible sample damage 

during imaging.  During our initial attempts to image MLG via AFM, we observed 

firsthand the tearing of MLG samples due to contact mode imaging.  Thus, wavemode 

imaging was chosen.  

The AFM was mounted in an acoustic vibration isolation chamber (AVIC) for the 

dampening of ambient vibrations.  Consisting of an outer shell lined with foam for the 

attenuation of sound, the AVIC housed the AFM via the suspension of a marble stage by 

4 mechanical springs which also aid in the reduction of ambient vibrations.  Wavemode 

probes purchased from AppNano were mounted on ferromagnetic crosses using two 
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dabs of nail polish.  After drying, crosses were mounted on the probe holder at the 

bottom of the scan head.  The laser spot was then positioned near the end of the 

cantilever and the laser and detector optics were aligned.  Typical scanning parameters 

were set as follows: lateral scan size: 1 – 40 μm, Scan rate: 0.5 – 1 Hz, and Scan 

resolution: 300 – 600 lines. 

An optical microscope equipped with a charge coupled device (CCD) camera in 

tandem with the scan head was used for locating samples.  A motorized XY stage 

powered by stepper motors was used to position the sample under the AFM probe.  

Using the auto engage feature, the cantilever tip was brought into contact with the 

sample and the scan was begun.    The native software allowed for saving and exporting 

data in raw and TIFF formats, respectively, for further analysis.  Tilt removal filters were 

used to flatten images while Fourier transform filters removed alternating current (AC) 

line frequencies.  From a histogram analysis, information on the surface roughness was 

obtained.  Additional data were extracted from collected AFM images such as oxidative 

etch pit distributions, step height analyses at the interfaces of graphitic layers and 

qualitative insight on the interaction of high energy electrons with basal plane and 

edges of MLG, BLG and TLG samples.  For figures where step height analyses are 

presented, the analysis was completed using the program Windows Scanning (where x = 

Force) microscope (WSxM) [59].  WSxM is a freeware program designed to operate on 

Windows based computers for the processing and analysis of raw AFM data.                     
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2.5 Experimental Methods: Annealing of Samples 

 Many experiments required the pre- or post-annealing of samples.  Typically, 

samples were pre-annealed in situ at base pressures from 6 x 10-10 to 1 x 10-5 Torr for 

the removal of adsorbates such as water vapor, which is known to desorb at 

temperatures as low as 150 °C [60].  The desorption is inferred from electrical transport 

measurements as a residual gas analyzer would detect desorption from MLG and the 

substrate.  Measurements on modified samples pre-annealed in situ  were carried out in 

vacuum to prevent the reattachment of adsorbates, such as water vapor.  For samples 

pre-annealed in the plasma chamber, a 4.5” conflat flange equipped with feedthroughs 

for ohmic heating and thermocouple wires was utilized.  A more detailed description of 

the plasma chamber will be given in following sections.  Samples were affixed to a 

quartz block attached to the end of the flange by two molybdenum clips which doubled 

as contacts for ohmic heating, as shown schematically in Figure 12 (a).  Passing a current 

of about 1 A through the sample using an external current-limited power supply was 

sufficient for reaching desired pre-annealing temperatures of 400 °C [19].  The 

temperature was monitored using a K-type thermocouple that was tucked under the 

SiO2/Si substrate.  During the annealing process, the chamber was evacuated to a base 

pressure of 10-7 Torr using tandem turbomolecular and roughing pumps. 

 Samples annealed in UHV were mounted on a quartz sample holder, shown 

schematically in Figure 12 (b), and placed in an introductory chamber attached to a main 

UHV chamber via an all-metal through valve shown schematically in Figure 13.  After  
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evacuation of the intro chamber to a pressure of 10-8 Torr using tandem turbomolecular 

and roughing pumps, samples were transferred to the UHV chamber via a linear 

translator.  Quartz sample holders were transferred to a rotational linear translator and 

placed in an annealing stage equipped with leads and external contacts for ohmic 

heating using an external power supply.  A current of about 1 A was sufficient for 

reaching desired pre-annealing temperatures of 590 °C [17,18].  Temperatures were 

monitored using an infrared pyrometer aimed through a quartz viewport.  In order to  

avoid desoption of SiO2 from our substrates, annealing temperatures were kept below 

645 °C.  Test samples pre-annealed under these parameters displayed no induced 

damage as inferred from Raman spectroscopy data. 

Certain experimental methods required the post-annealing of samples.  It has 

been reported that dehydrogenation of MLG occurs at temperatures as low as 200 °C  

 

Figure 12. Schematics of (a) plasma chamber sample holder used during pre-
annealing and plasma irradiation of samples and (b) sample holder used during pre-
annealing and electron-beam irradiation of samples in UHV. 
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[61].  Post-annealed samples were heated to temperatures of 200 to 270 °C in the tube 

furnace at a base pressure of 10-4 Torr achieved by a roughing pump.  In order to  

prevent oxidative damage, post-annealing of samples at temperatures greater than 420 

°C was carried out in UHV. 

 

2.6 Experimental Methods: SEM Irradiation (e- source #1) 

 The SEM system used was a high-resolution FEI Nova 200 NanoLab dual beam 

SEM/FIB system operating at a base pressure of 10-6 Torr (shown in Figure 14).   

MLG samples were prepared in the manner described above and irradiated with a 

variety of electron dosages from the SEM.  Our proposed mechanism for hydrogenation  

Figure 13. Schematic of UHV system. 
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was electron dissociation of H from adsorbates, such as water vapor [17].  All samples 

were SEM irradiated at a magnification of 3500X corresponding to an area of 1.2 X 103 

μm2 for 0.5 to 10 min. Typical beam parameters used were 3.4 – 9.5 nA at 2 – 30 keV 

resulting in electron fluences from 1.3 to 1300 mC/cm2.  Figure 15 shows a typical SEM 

image of a MLG sample.  The Raman D peak on MLG was observed for nearly all SEM 

acceleration voltages and beam currents, in addition, ID/IG reached a saturation value of 

about 3, independent of the beam parameters.  Thus we conclude that full 

hydrogenation can occur from exposure to a wide range of electron dosages.  Once full 

hydrogenation occurs, further electron irradiation does not have significant energy to 

alter hydrogenated MLG.  The detailed results of these experiments will be described in 

Chapter 3. 

 

 

Figure 14. Photograph of FEI Nova 200 NanoLab SEM/FIB system. 
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2.7 Experimental Methods: Electron Gun Irradiation (e- source #2)  

For low-energy electron irradiation of samples, an Omicron EKI 25 electron gun 

operating in ultra high vacuum (UHV) was utilized.  Capable of acceleration voltages of 

100 eV – 5 keV and beam currents of 2 – 6 μA, the 0.1 mm diameter electron beam was 

manually rastered over MLG samples at a rate of 1 mm/s over an area of 0.6 cm2 for 5 

min resulting in electron fluences of 0.86 – 2.9 mC/cm2.  In the same manner as for 

introducing samples into the UHV chamber for annealing, samples were loaded and 

transferred to the UHV chamber for irradiation.  Similar to SEM irradiated samples, MLG 

samplesirradiated by lower energy electrons from the electron gun also exhibited a 

Raman D peak, indicative of hydrogenation [18]. 

Figure 15. SEM image of a MLG sample. 
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In  an attempt to identify the adsorbate(s) from which H was dissociated during 

the electron irradiation process, a detailed series of experiments was carried out by 

irradiating modified MLG samples in UHV with the electron gun.  Modified MLG samples 

were prepared in the following manner:  Pristine MLG samples were placed in the intro 

chamber and transferred to the UHV chamber via a linear translator.  After pre-

annealing at 590 °C for 1 hr in UHV, samples were transferred back to the intro chamber 

at a base pressure of less than 5 X 10-10 Torr.  A specific gas – such as H2, Ar, N2, CO2, O2, 

H2O or NH3 – was introduced into the intro chamber to a pressure of 1 Torr using a leak 

valve and the sample exposed to the gas for 1 hr.  Such samples have molecules of the 

specific gas adsorbed on only the top of the basal plane as diffusion of such gasses 

between MLG and the SiO2/Si substrate is very low [43,60].  In order to avoid 

introducing foreign contaminants into the intro chamber, the specific gas was evacuated 

from the intro chamber using two liquid nitrogen cooled sorption pumps rather than a 

roughing pump.  Using a molecular sieve, the cooled sorption pumps are able to quickly 

reduce the pressure to 10-4 Torr by condensation and adsorption of the specific gas 

within the sieve.  A gate valve to a turbo pump operating at full speed was then opened 

for further evacuation of the specific gas to a pressure of 10-8 Torr.  Samples were then 

transferred back to the UHV chamber to yet another linear translator whereby samples 

could be positioned underneath the Omicron EKI 25 electron gun for electron 

irradiation.  After electron irradiation, samples were transferred back to the intro 
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chamber and removed for further analysis.  The results of these experiments will be 

described in detail in subsequent chapters.             

 

2.8 Experimental Methods: Plasma Irradiation (e- source #3)     

 During our SEM and electron beam irradiation experiments, other groups were 

exploring the reversible hydrogenation of MLG via an H2 plasma [15].  The proposed 

mechanism for hydrogenation in Ref [15] was the attachment of atomic H species from 

within the plasma.  A common denominator between an SEM, electron beam and an H2 

plasma is the electron, as SEM systems and electron beams contain no other species of 

an H2 plasma.  This led to the design of our plasma system – shown schematically in 

Figure 16 – for the further exploration of the mechanism of H2 plasma hydrogenation. 

 Our plasma system consists of a stainless steel chamber equipped with a quartz 

tube for ignition of plasmas with a 19-21 MHz RF source operating at 50 W.  A gas inlet 

system attached to an array of gas cylinders allows for the controlled pressure and flow 

of gases.  H2 or He at a pressure of 50 millitorr and flow of 1-10 sccm was ignited 

between two Cu electrodes wrapped around the quartz tube that are capacitively 

coupled to the RF source.  A sample holder consisting of a quartz block equipped with 

two Mo clips was used to position samples 15 cm away from the main excitation region 

of the plasma.  The main chamber and sample holder are electrically isolated from one 

another and earth ground.  Plasma sheaths within the chamber result in a potential of 

about 25 V between the sample and the chamber walls.  By applying a DC bias between  
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the sample and chamber, some control over plasma species is gained.  For example, by 

positively biasing samples, electrons and ions are attracted to and repelled from the 

sample, respectively.  A negative bias results in the opposite outcome.  In each case, the 

path of neutral species remains unhindered.   

Electron energies within the plasma were calculated by obtaining spectroscopic 

data from our plasma system.  Typically, ion energies are about an order of magnitude 

smaller than electron energies for RF plasmas having similar parameters to those used 

in our experiments [62].  Using a spectrometer aimed at the main excitation region of 

the plasma, the Balmer series emission lines of the H2 plasma were measured and the 

ion temperature was calculated using the method described in Ref [63].  By plotting 

Figure 16. Schematic of plasma chamber.   
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ln(Iλ3/gf) vs. EP, the ion excitation temperature, Texc, can be obtained from the slope, (-

1/kBTexc), where I is the intensity of the measured spectral line, λ is the transition 

wavelength, g is the statistical weight of the lower level, f is the oscillator strength, Ep is 

the energy of the upper level, and kB is Boltzmann’s constant.  For our calculations, EP, g 

and f were obtained from NIST tables [64].  For our plasma system, we find Texc to be 

2320 K, corresponding to an ion energy of about 0.2 eV and an electron energy of 2 eV, 

consistent with values of other reported low pressure “cold” remote plasmas[62,65].  In 

following chapters, the results of plasma irradiation experiments will be discussed in 

detail.                
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CHAPTER 3 

ELECTRON INDUCED REVERSIBLE HYDROGENATION OF MLG, BLG AND TLG 

3.1 Introduction 

Recent reports on mono-layer graphene (MLG) concern the modification of its 

properties by exposure to an scanning electron microscope (SEM) [66] and to an H2 

plasma [15].  In Ref. [66], MLG samples were exposed to 5-20 keV electrons from an 

SEM.  The authors observed a large increase in electrical resistance and a strong and 

sharp Raman D peak at about 1330 cm-1 which they attributed to electron induced 

disorder of the graphitic lattice described by the three stage amorphization trajectory of 

graphite [44,67].  At the time of their publication, we had already noticed a strikingly 

similar D peak – for SEM irradiated samples – which we observed to disappear after 

annealing at 270 °C for 30 min.  We were reluctant to publish our results prior to this 

due to the lack of a solid explanation for the reversibility of the induced D peak.  Three 

weeks after Ref. [66] appeared, the reversible hydrogenation of MLG by exposure to an 

H2 plasma was reported in Ref. [15] and was attributed to the appearance of a strong 

and sharp Raman D peak – and a dramatic increase in electrical resistance – which 

disappeared after low temperature annealing.  Similar to what we had observed for SEM 

irradiated samples, the authors reported nearly identical Raman spectra for H2 plasma 

irradiated samples.  Furthermore, their report of its reversibility under low temperature 
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annealing was identical to what we had observed.  We then concluded that the D peak 

we observed for SEM irradiated samples was due to the reversible hydrogenation.  In 

addition, for samples pre-annealed at temperatures T = 590 °C, no D peak was 

observable after irradiation – indicating that adsorbates, such as water vapor, may play 

an integral part in the hydrogenation process. 

We then published a comment on Ref. [66] claiming that the SEM induced D 

peak was due to reversible hydrogenation and not three stage amorphization.  Our 

proposed mechanism for hydrogenation was dissociation of H from H2O by incident 

electrons [17].  In the case of an H2 plasma, it is believed that hydrogenation occurs as a 

result of an interaction with H species from within the plasma [15].  As a plasma of any 

gas will contain electrons, we further studied the mechanism of hydrogenation of H2 

plasma exposed MLG samples.  In addition, we extensively studied the mechanisms of 

hydrogenation of MLG, bi-layer graphene (BLG) and tri-layer graphene (TLG) by SEM and 

electron-gun irradiation.  In each case, we have concluded that the mechanism for 

hydrogenation is electron impact fragmentation of naturally adsorbed water vapor 

present from the mechanical exfoliation process during sample preparation.  The results 

of our experiments were published in Refs. [17-19].  The following sections of this 

chapter cover our results for electron induced reversible hydrogenation of MLG, BLG 

and TLG. 
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3.2 SEM Irradiation 

 MLG and BLG samples were irradiated using an SEM system with beam 

parameters ranging from 2 – 30 keV and 3.4 – 9.5 nA for 0.5 – 10 min resulting in 

electron fluences of 1.3 – 1300 mC/cm2.  MLG samples were also irradiated in UHV with 

an electron gun at beam parameters ranging from 100 eV – 5 keV and 2 – 6 μA for 5 min 

resulting in electron fluences of 0.86 – 2.9 mC/cm2.  Figure 17 (a) shows a micro-Raman 

spectrum of a pristine MLG sample on an SiO2/Si substrate prepared by mechanical 

exfoliation.  Observed is a 2D peak with a FWHM of 25 cm-1, indicating MLG.  This 

sample was subsequently irradiated with 30 keV electrons using the FEI Nova 200 

NanoLab SEM system for 2 min at a beam current of 9.5 nA.  The beam was manually 

rastored over an area of 1.2 X 103 μm, resulting in an electron dosage of 83 mC/cm2 on 

the sample.  Immediately after irradiation, micro-Raman data over the exact same 

region of the sample was obtained.  Observed is a strong and sharp D peak as well as D’ 

and (D+D’) peaks; A slight widening of the 2D peak is also observed as shown in Figure 

17 (b).  All of these effects are observable in MLG hydrogenated via an H2 plasma [15].  

The ratio ID/IG was measured to be about 2.7, close to the reported saturation value of 

about 3 for hydrogenated graphene [15].  Figure 17 (c) shows a micro-Raman spectrum 

of the same sample after post-annealing in the tube furnace for 30 min at 270 °C.  

Observed is the almost complete disappearance of the D, D’ and (D+D’) peaks, indicating 

that the sample has returned to its initial un-hydrogenated state.  This same effect is 

observed in graphane samples annealed at T ranging from 100 – 400 °C [15,61].  As  
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these annealing temperatures are far below those required for the removal of defects 

from graphitic materials (>1000 °C), we propose that the disorder peaks induced by SEM 

irradiation are due to reversible hydrogenation and not amorphization of the graphitic 

lattice [17,18]. 

Figure 17. Micro-Raman spectra of MLG samples.  All curves are normalized to have 
the same G peak intensity.  (a) Pristine MLG sample.  (b) Sample shown in (a) after 
SEM irradiation with 30 keV electrons.  (c) Same sample after post-annealing at 270 
°C for 30 min.  (d) MLG sample that has been pre-annealed in UHV for 1 h at 590 °C 
and then irradiated with 5 keV electrons from an electron gun to a fluence of 1.2 
mC/cm2.  A small D peak with ID/IG = 0.07 is observable, indicating little or no 
hydrogenation.  Observed is an upshift in peak positions attributed to charge transfer 
due to p-type doping. 
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 To further explore the mechanism of electron induced hydrogenation, we pre-

annealed MLG samples in UHV at 590 °C for 1 hr to remove adsorbates such as water 

vapor.  Samples were then irradiated in situ using the Omicron EKI 25 electron gun with 

5 keV electrons to a fluence of 1.2 mC/cm2.  Such samples showed little or no 

hydrogenation as inferred from small ID/IG ratios.  Figure 17 (d) shows a micro-Raman 

spectrum of such a sample with ID/IG ≈ 0.07.  As the possible role of an adsorbate is 

evident, we proposed that the hydrogenation mechanism was electron dissociation of H 

from water vapor [17].     

 BLG samples SEM irradiated to similar dosages showed much smaller ID/IG ratios.  

Figure 18 (a) shows a micro-Raman spectrum of a pristine BLG sample on an SiO2/Si 

substrate prepared by mechanical exfoliation.  This sample was subsequently irradiated 

with 30 keV electrons to a dosage of 417 mC/cm2.  Observed is a small D peak with ID/IG 

= 0.27 shown in Figure 18 (b).  As rippling of BLG is reported to be far less than MLG 

[15,61], we expect less partial hydrogenation because ripples increase reactivity.  These 

results are consistent with hydrogenation as amorphized BLG would exhibit ID/IG values 

of at least half those for MLG as at least the top layer of BLG would become disordered.  

Figure 18 (c) shows a micro-Raman spectrum of the same sample after post-annealing in 

the tube furnace for 30 min at 270 °C.  Observed is the complete disappearance of the D 

peak. 
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We concluded that the occurrence of a reversible D peak after electron 

irradiation is due to hydrogenation [17] rather than amorphization as Ref. [66] suggests.  

Such low post-annealing T = 270 °C would not be sufficient for the removal of defects 

related to amorphization; However these temperatures, as well as our other 

observations, are consistent with those reported for graphane [15,61]. 

 

3.3 Electron-Beam Irradiation 

 We then performed a detailed analysis of MLG samples irradiated in ultra high 

vacuum (UHV) with the Omicron EKI 25 electron gun.  Figure 19 (a) shows a micro-

Raman spectrum of a pristine sample that has not been pre-annealed or irradiated.  

Observed is a 2D peak with a FWHM of 26 cm-1, indicating MLG.  The absence of a D  

Figure 18. Micro-Raman spectra of BLG samples.  All curves are normalized to have 
the same G peak intensity.  (a) Pristine BLG sample.  (b) Sample showin in (a) after 
irradiation with 30 keV electrons from an SEM to a fluence of 417 mC/cm2.  A D peak 
with ID/IG = 0.27 is observed indicating significantly less hydrogenation than for MLG 
irradiated to similar dosages.  (c) Same sample after post-annealing at 270 °C for 30 
min.  No D peak is observable after annealing. 
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peak in pristine MLG is indicative of the lack of defects typically observed in MLG.  The 

solid curve in Figure 19 (b) shows a micro-Raman spectrum of a pristine MLG sample 

that was irradiated in UHV with 5 keV electrons to a fluence of 1.2 mC/cm2.  A strong 

and sharp D peak is observed after irradiation where ID/IG = 1.4, indicating the formation 

of PHG.  A slight widening of the 2D peak is observed and low intensity D’ and (D+D’) 

Figure 19. Micro-Raman spectra of MLG samples.  All curves normalized to have the 
same G peak intensity.  (a) Pristine sample.  (b) Solid curve: pristine sample irradiated 
with 5 keV electrons from an electron gun to a dosage of 1.2 mC/cm2.  Dotted curve: 
same sample after post annealing at 270 °C for 30 min.  (c) Solid curve: pristine 
sample irradiated with 5 keV electrons from an electron gun to a dosage of 2.9 
mC/cm2.  (d) Pristine sample that is pre-annealed at 590 °C then irradiated with 5keV 
electrons from an electron gun to a dosage of 2.9 mC/cm2. 
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bands also appear.  As shown by the dotted curve in Figure 19 (b), the D peak reduced 

to an unobservable value after post annealing at 270 °C for 30 min in the tube furnace, 

indicating the sample has been dehydrogenated.  The solid curve in Figure 19 (c) shows 

a micro-Raman spectrum of a pristine MLG sample that was irradiated in UHV with 5 

keV electrons to a higher fluence of 2.9 mC/cm2.  A D peak with a higher ID/IG = 2.9 is 

observed after irradiation.  A greater widening of the 2D band is observed and higher 

intensity D’ and (D+D’) peaks appear.  This result is consistent with full hydrogenation, 

or the formation of graphane, as ID/IG is close to the reported saturation value of about 

3 [15].  Pristine MLG samples irradiated to higher electron dosages did not show ID/IG 

ratios greater than 3, corroborating  

saturation results presented in Ref. [15].   As shown by the dotted curve in Figure 19 (c), 

the D peak significantly reduced in integrated intensity to a value of ID/IG = 0.11 after 

post-annealing at 450 °C for 12 h at 10-6 Torr in the tube furnace.  This effect is similar to 

reports for dehydrogenation of graphane shown in Ref. [15] where MLG samples were 

post-annealed in similar environments. 

 The emergence of the Raman D peak observed in graphane and partially 

hydrogenated graphene (PHG) is attributed to the breaking of the in-plane translational 

nature of the C-C sp2 bond interaction due to the attachment of H above and below the 

basal plane.  Such functionalized species of MLG form hybridized C-H sp3 bonds which 

are responsible for the observance of the D band.  C-C sp3 bonds play a negligible role in 

the D band intensity as their visible light cross section is low relative to C-H sp3 bonds 
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[15].  Thus the ratio ID/IG gives direct insight to the extent of hydrogen coverage for 

graphane and PHG. 

 Figure 19 (d) shows a micro-Raman spectrum of a pristine MLG sample first pre-

annealed in UHV at 590 °C for 1 h for the removal of adsorbates, then irradiated in situ 

with 5 keV electrons to a dosage of 2.9 mC/cm2.  Observed is a small D band intensity 

with ID/IG = 0.09, indicating little or no hydrogenating occurred. A decrease in I2D/IG and 

an increase in 2D peak position is also observed and attributed to charge transfer from 

p-type doping.  From these experiments, we concluded that the formation of graphane 

and PHG by SEM and electron-beam irradiation requires an adsorbate that is known to 

desorb from MLG at T  590 °C. 

 We then conducted a detailed series of experiments in an attempt to identify the 

adsorbate(s) that play an integral role in the electron induced hydrogenation of MLG.  

As MLG samples were prepared in ambient laboratory conditions, atmospheric gasses 

are prime candidates for the possible adsorbate(s).  Existing in volume concentrations of 

78%, 20%, 0.9%, 0.4% and 0.0039%, respectively, N2, O2, Ar, H2O and CO2 make up the 

majority of the atmosphere with trace amounts of H2 and NH3.  MLG samples were pre-

annealed in the UHV chamber at 590 °C for the removal of adsorbates then transferred 

to the prep chamber and separately exposed to the gasses listed above at a pressure of 

1 torr for 1 hr.  Such samples were then transferred back to the UHV chamber and 

irradiated with 5 keV electrons to a dosage of 1.2 mC/cm2.  Figure 20 (a) shows a micro-  
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Raman spectrum for a pristine MLG sample that was pre-annealed in UHV at 590 °C for 

1 h but not subsequently exposed to any gases or irradiated.  Observed is a small D peak 

with ID/IG = 0.06.  Shown in Figures 20 (b)-(f), pre-annealed MLG samples exposed to H2, 

Figure 20. Micro-Raman spectra of MLG samples pre-annealed in UHV at 590 °C for 1 
h.  All curves are normalized to have the same G peak intensity.  (a) Sample that is 
neither exposed to gasses nor irradiated.  (b)-(g) Samples that are respectively 
exposed to 1 Torr of H2, Ar, N2, CO2, O2 and H2O for 1 h then irradiated with 5 keV 
electrons to a dosage of 1.2 mC/cm2.  (h) Sample that is exposed to 17 Torr of H2O 
then irradiated with 5 keV electrons to a dosage of 1.2 mC/cm2.  (i)  Sample that is 
exposed to 17 Torr of H2O then irradiated with 5 keV electrons to a dosage of 2.9 
mC/cm2.  (j) Sample that is exposed to 1 Torr of NH3 then irradiated with 5 keV 
electrons to a dosage of 1.2 mC/cm2. 
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Ar, N2, CO2 and O2, respectively, then irradiated showed ID/IG ratios ranging from 0.04 – 

0.09.  As these values are comparable to the sample shown in Figure 20 (a) that was not 

exposed to gasses or irradiated, we concluded that these gasses do not play an integral 

role as the adsorbate(s) in the hydrogenation of MLG.  We then exposed pre-annealed 

MLG samples to H2O prior to electron-beam irradiation.  As shown in Figure 20 (g), a D 

peak with ID/IG = 0.79 is observable after irradiation.  This value is virtually independent 

of gas exposure time and electron irradiation dosage.  For example, Figure 20 (h) shows 

a micro-Raman spectrum for a MLG a sample that was pre-annealed, exposed to H2O at 

a higher pressure of 17 Torr for 1 hr, the irradiated with 5 keV electrons to a dosage of 

1.2 mC/cm2.  Observed is a D peak with ID/IG = 0.6.  Furthermore, figure 20 (i) shows a 

micro-Raman spectrum for a pristine MLG sample that was pre-annealed, exposed to 

H2O at 17 for 1 hr, then irradiated with 5 keV electrons to a higher dosage of 2.9 

mC/cm2.  Observed is a D peak with ID/IG = 0.63.  These values are similar to reports of 

PHG where ID/IG  1 [15]. 

Similar to H2O, NH3 is a polar H containing molecule that is known to adsorb on 

the surface of MLG [68].  Figure 20 (j) shows a micro-Raman spectrum for a pristine MLG 

sample that was pre-annealed at 590 °C, exposed to NH3 at 1 Torr for 1 h then 

irradiated.  Observed is a D peak with ID/IG = 0.58 – similar to the values for ID/IG 

presented in Figures 20 (g)-(i) – indicating that partial hydrogenation occurred.  Thus we 

conclude that only H2O – present in air and on SiO2/Si substrates during the sample 

exfoliation process – plays an integral role in the formation of graphane and PHG by 
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SEM and electron-beam irradiation.  The possible interaction of NH3 can be ruled out as 

it exists in trace amounts – however – as shown experimentally, PHG could be created 

by first pre-annealing MLG samples, and then exposing samples to a polar H containing 

gas prior to electron irradiation. 

 

3.4 A Model of Hydrogenation Mechanism 

 We have proposed that H is dissociated from H2O and NH3 upon electron 

bombardment; However, a detailed analysis modeling the number of individual 

interactions required for H saturation from this mechanism is required for a clear 

understanding of this phenomenon.  Electron impact of adsorbed H2O or NH3 produces 

H+ ions and H radicals that may interact with the MLG basal plane.  Extensive reports on 

the cross-sections for fragmentation, σ, of H2O and NH3 show that fragmentation is 

generated when incident electrons have energies ranging from 30 eV – 1 keV with a 

maximum around 100 eV [69-72] as shown in Figure 21 taken from ref [71].  For the 

fragmentation of H+ from H2O, σmax = 3 X 1017 cm2 [71].  Although incident electrons 

from SEM and electron-beam irradiation have energies of 1 - 30 keV and may not 

produce significant fragmentation, we propose that secondary and backscattered  

electrons are responsible for the majority of fragmentation events.  Such electrons are 

generated when incident electrons interact with the underlying oxide layer.  

Independent of incident energy, secondary electrons have energies between 0 – 50 eV.  

The distribution of backscattered electrons ranges from 50 eV to the incident electron  
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energy with a maximum in the middle of the range [73].  In our model, these electrons 

are mainly responsible for the fragmentation of H from H2O and NH3.  Through the 

following derivation, we obtained an equation useful for calculating fragmentation 

probabilities: 

Figure 21. Recommended values of the partial ionization cross sections of H2O for the 

production of H2O+, OH+, O+, O++, H2
+, and H+. Figure reproduced from: Itikawa, Y.; 

Mason, N. Cross sections for electron collisions with water molecules. J. Chem.Ref. 

Data 2005, 34, 1-22.  
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 The probability Q of one electron with energy E and cross section σ not 

fragmenting a molecule in area A is: 

Q1 = 1–σ/A 

The probability of N electrons with energy E not fragmenting a molecule is: 

QN = [1–σ/A]NA 

Taking the natural log of each side we have: 

Ln[QN] = NA Ln[1–σ/A] 

We can apply the Taylor series expansion for Ln[1- σ] and neglect higher order terms 

because σ(E)/A << 1.  Thus we have: 

Ln[QN] ≈ -NAσ/A 

Or 

QN = e-Nσ 

Thus, the probability of fragmenting a molecule with cross section σ(E) after being 

exposed to N e-/cm2 is given by the equation P = 1–QN = 1–e-Nσ where N is the combined 

electron density of secondary and backscattered electrons.  Though N is unknown, a 

modest assumption is that each incident electron will produce at least one secondary or 

backscattered electron that interacts with a cross section σ=3 X 10-17 cm2.  Assuming 

N=1.8 X 1016 e-/cm2, corresponding to a dosage of 2.9 mC/cm2, then the probability of 

and electron freeing an H fragment is P=0.42.  Such fragments have measured kinetic 

energy values between 0 and 7 eV [72] for electrons with energies of 35-400 eV [74] and 

would easily overcome the calculated energy for MLG hydrogenation of 0.2 eV [52]. 
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 For electron-beam irradiated samples, full hydrogenation is observed for pristine 

MLG samples.  Such samples are sandwiched between two layers of H2O adsorbates 

from which H+ ions and H radicals are dissociated by secondary and backscattered 

electrons.  Such energetic ions and radicals overcome the barrier for hydrogenation and 

result in the formation of graphane.   Partial hydrogenation is observed for samples that 

are first pre-annealed then exposed to H2O or NH3.  Such samples would have H2O or 

NH3 adsorbed only on the top of the basal plane as the diffusion rate between MLG and 

the SiO2/Si substrate is very low [43,60].  The energy required for an H radical to travel 

through the MLG basal plane was calculated to be about 3.7 eV [75], within the realm of 

energies for H radicals in our experiments from 0 – 7 eV.  Thus for pre-annealed 

samples, some H radicals may attach to the bottom of the basal plane.  However, 

observed are values of ID/IG corresponding to partial hydrogenation.  Therefore, for pre-

annealed samples exposed to H2O or NH3, the amount of adsorption of such gasses in 

insufficient for full hydrogenation. 

For H2 plasma exposed MLG samples in Ref. [15], full hydrogenation was only 

observed for samples suspended on tunneling electron microscopy (TEM) grids, while 

only partial hydrogenation was observed for samples on SiO2/Si substrates.  Samples 

suspended on TEM gids and SiO2/Si substrates would have both and only their top sides 

exposed to the plasma, respectively.    In Ref. [15] samples were placed 30 cm away 

from the main plasma excitation region to avoid damage from energetic ions from 

within the plasma.  Full hydrogenation of MLG samples suspended on TEM grids 
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required several hours for saturation.  This suggests the presence of lower energy 

incident electrons which would result in only the partial hydrogenation of samples on 

SiO2/Si substrates.  As discussed in the following section, the smaller electron mean free 

path (EMFP) for lower energy electrons leads to less fragmentation events and less 

hydrogenation. 

 

3.5 Potential Applications: Patterning of Graphane Nanostructures 

We further explored the effects of incident electron energy on the formation of 

graphane and PHG for MLG samples.  Figures 22 (a) and (b) show micro-Raman spectra 

for pristine MLG samples irradiated at energies of 100 eV and 1 keV, respectively, to 

dosages of 2.8 mC/cm2 using the electron gun.  Figure 22 (c) shows a micro-Raman 

spectrum of a pristine MLG sample SEM irradiated at an energy of 10 keV to a higher  

dosage of 210 mC/cm2.  Regardless of the source of electrons, MLG samples irradiated 

at 1 and 10 keV exhibited saturated ID/IG values – indicating graphane formation, while 

those irradiated at 100 eV exhibited ID/IG values indicative of partial hydrogenation.  We 

attribute the less extent of hydrogenation to the smaller EMFP for lower energy 

electrons.  For 50 – 100 eV electrons, the EMFP in solids has a minimum value of about 5 

Å and a max value of about 6 Å [76].  For 1 keV and 10 keV electrons, the EMPF 

increases to 15 Å and 100 Å, respectively [76], allowing further passage through the 

MLG and H2O adsorbates.   We propose that 100 eV electrons are not energetic enough  
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to reach the underlying H2O adsorbates or the SiO2/Si substrate even at higher fluences, 

thus, full hydrogenation does not occur.  We have shown the formation of graphane 

from electron energies of 10 – 30 keV, which are typical values used in e-beam 

lithography. 

In Ref [61], MLG samples were coated with a polymer resist prior to SEM 

irradiation.  The authors proposed that hydrogenation occurred as a result of H removed 

from the resist by the incident electrons.  We have shown the full hydrogenation of MLG 

without the use of a resist.  Such polymers are known to contaminate MLG and require 

several hours of low temperature annealing for removal [61].  Our proposed technique, 

shown schematically in Figure 23, could be used for the patterning of graphane and PHG 

nanostructures on MLG without the use of a resist.  The size of such patterned 

nanostructures would depend on the diameter of the e-beam used. 

Figure 22. (a)-(c) Micro-Raman spectra of pristine MLG samples irradiated with 100 
eV, 1 keV and 10 keV electrons, respectively, to dosages of 2.8, 2.8 and 210 mC/cm2. 
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3.6 Plasma Irradiation 

 In the case of MLG samples irradiated via an SEM and electron beam, we have 

found that hydrogenation can result from the fragmentation of adsorbates.  This led us 

to challenge the widely accepted hydrogenation mechanism proposed in Refs [15] and 

[41] whereby H ions and radicals from within the plasma are believed to be responsible 

for H functionalization of MLG.  To study the mechanism of plasma hydrogenation of 

MLG, pristine and pre-annealed samples were irradiated with plasmas of H2 and He with 

sample biases ranging from -150 – 150 V.  Figure 24 (a) shows a micro-Raman spectrum  

Figure 23. Depiction of electron beam writing of hydrogenated nanostructures.  The 
primary electron beam generates secondary and backscattered electrons (not 
shown) that fragment adsorbed H2O into H+ ions that attach to C atoms. 
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for a pristine MLG sample prior to H2 plasma irradiation.  Observed is a 2D peak with a 

FWHM of 30 cm-1, indicating MLG.  Figure 24 (b) shows a micro-Raman spectrum of the 

same sample after exposure to a 50 mTorr H2 plasma for 10 s.  During the exposure, the 

sample was kept electrically floating. For biased exposures, we measured a current of .9 

mA between the sample and chamber.  Given the area of the sample and sample holder 

of about 8 cm2, shown schematically in Figure 12 (a), the resulting electron fluence was 

Figure 24.  Micro-Raman spectra of MLG.  (a) Pristine sample  (b) Solid curve: Sample 
shown in (a) after exposure to a 50 mTorr H2 plasma for 10 s.  Dashed curve: same 
sample after post-annealing at 220 °C for 1 h.  (c) Pristine sample that is pre-annealed 
then exposed to a 50 mTorr H2 plasma for 10 s.  (d)-(f) Pre-annealed samples 
subsequently exposed to 20 Torr of N2,O2, H2O and NH3, respectively, then to a 50 
mTorr H2 plasma for 10 s.  Inset shows pristine samples exposed to a 75 mTorr He 
plasma and to H2 plasma at + 40 V and - 40 V biases. 
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about 1 mC/cm2 – similar to dosages produced for SEM and electron beam irradiated 

samples.  For exposures where the sample was floating, the quartz substrate may have 

accumulated an electronic charge.  A strong and sharp D peak with ID/IG = 3.2 is 

observed after the plasma exposure, indicating the formation of graphane.  

Corresponding D and (D+D’) peaks are also observable.  We observed the almost 

complete disappearance of defect related peaks after post-annealing H2 plasma 

hydrogenated samples for 1 h at 220 °C as shown by the dotted line in Figure 24 (b).  

These results are consistent with those presented in Ref [15]. 

 To study the role of adsorbates on the mechanism for plasma hydrogenation, 

samples were pre-annealed in the plasma chamber at 400 °C for 1 h to remove 

adsorbed H2O and O2.  After irradiation, such samples showed signs of hole-doping – as 

shown from the up shift of the G peak by about 20 cm-1 [28] as shown in Figure 24 (c).  

No D peak is observed, indicating adsorbates – rather than H species from within the 

plasma – are responsible for hydrogenation.  To pinpoint the particular adsorbate, MLG  

samples were pre-annealed, then exposed in situ to either N2, O2, H2O or NH3 for 1 h at 

20 Torr prior to H2 plasma exposure.  Such samples were exposed to the same electron 

dosage as the sample shown in Figure 24 (b).  Samples pre-annealed then exposed to N2 

and O2 prior to exposure showed ID/IG ratios of 0.1 and 0.2, respectively, indicating little 

or no hydrogenation as shown in Figures 24 (d) and (e).  Samples pre-annealed then 

exposed to H2O and NH3 prior to exposure showed ID/IG ratios of 1.2 and 0.8, 

respectively, indicating the formation of PHG as shown in Figures 24 (f) and (g).  As 
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shown by the dotted lines in Figures 24 (f) and (g),  samples pre-annealed then exposed 

to H2O or NH3 and not subsequently exposed to H2 plasma do not show D peaks, 

indicating H2 plasma exposure is required for the formation of PHG in pre-annealed 

samples.  As H2O and NH3 molecules are known to adsorb on MLG [60], we propose that 

H fragments from these adsorbates are responsible for hydrogenation.  We note that 

the smaller ID/IG ratios for H2O and NH3 exposed samples is due to adsorbates residing 

on only the top of the MLG basal plane.  This is due to the lack of diffusion between 

MLG and the underlying SiO2/Si substrate [43,60].  As a result, such samples will 

produce fewer H species after plasma exposure resulting in only partial hydrogenation.  

In contrast, pristine MLG samples exhibit full hydrogenation due to the presence of 

adsorbed H2O above and below the MLG basal plane. 

 In addition to electrons, RF plasmas will contain positive ions and neutrals from 

their parent gases.  While such particles have energies an order of magnitude smaller 

than excited electrons, their possible interaction with adsorbates cannot be ruled out.  

To study the effects of electrons, neutrals and positive ion bombardment on adsorbed 

gasses, samples were electrically biased during plasma exposure.  A positive sample bias 

draws electrons to and repels ions from the sample, while a negative bias has an 

opposite effect.  In each case, neutrals remain unhindered.  A marked effect due to only 

neutral species would then be observable under both biasing conditions.  While samples 

electrically floating during plasma exposure are exposed to electrons with energies of 

about 25 eV due to plasma sheaths, samples biased at a voltage, V, are exposed to 
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electrons with energies of V ± 2 eV, since cold remote RF plasmas typically have electron 

energies around 2 eV.  Such plasma sheaths occur from the accumulation of a net 

negative charge on conducting walls within proximity of the plasma.  This occurs 

because electrons have a higher thermal energy than ions.  The region near the 

negatively charged surface will be depleted of electrons due to charge repulsion; this 

region is called a sheath.  Current densities were measured between the substrate and 

the chamber walls; from these values, corresponding electron dosages were calculated. 

 We then exposed MLG, BLG and TLG samples to a 75 mTorr H2 plasma for 10 s at 

biases of ±40  V.  As shown in the inset for Figure 24, MLG samples biased at +40 V and -

40 V showed ID/IG ratios of 2.8 and 0.1, respectively.  Thus we conclude electron impact 

of adsorbates is required for plasma hydrogenation.  The dotted curve in the inset 

shows the almost complete disappearance of the D peak for the positively biased MLG 

sample after post-annealing at 220 °C, indicating the complete dehydrogenation of the 

as created graphane sample.  Furthermore, samples exposed to a He plasma at 75 

mTorr for 60 s also exhibited Raman spectra indicative of full hydrogenation as shown 

by the top cure in the inset of Figure 24.  Observed is a D peak with ID/IG = 2.5.  The 

reversible hydrogenation after post-annealing at T of 350 °C and 590 °C for this sample 

are respectively shown by the dashed and dot-dashed curves in the inset showing a 

reduction of ID/IG to 0.9 and 0.2.  As we have shown the formation of graphane by He 

plasma exposure – which contains electrons but no H species, we propose that the 
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mechanism of H2 plasma hydrogenation is dissociation of H from electron impact 

fragmentation of H2O and NH3 adsorbates on MLG, BLG and TLG. 

 As shown in Figures 25 (a) and (b), BLG and TLG samples biased at +40 V, 

respectively, showed ID/IG values of 2.6 and 1.9 while those biased at -40 volts showed 

ID/IG values of 0.3 and 0.1, respectively.  After post-annealing at 320 °C, ID/IG for the 

positively biased BLG and TLG samples reduced to 0.1 and 0.1, respectively.  Similar to 

MLG samples, ID/IG values for BLG and TLG samples are observed to saturate for positive 

biases while little to no hydrogenation is observed for negatively biased samples.  As of  

yet, experimental evidence for diamane [16,77] or triamane have not been reported.  

We propose that the fully hydrogenated BLG and TLG samples shown in Figure 25 (a) 

Figure 25. (a) and (b) Micro-Raman spectra of BLG and TLG samples, respectively.  
Solid and dashed lines show spectra for samples after exposure to electrons at +40 V 
and ions at -40 V biases during H2 plasma exposure, respectively.  Respective dosages 
for electrons and ions were 6.5 and 1.1 mC/cm2. 
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and (b), respectively, may be evidence for these materials.  Diamane is fully 

hydrogenated BLG and is predicted to have a band gap of about 3 eV [77].  We propose 

the same model for the mechanism of plasma hydrogenation as described in section 3.4 

for e-beam and electron irradiated samples. 

 The effects of biasing MLG, BLG and TLG samples at biases greater than 40 V was 

studied in detail.  Biases above + 150 V were not used to avoid electrical arcing from 

sharp edges from within the plasma chamber.  Samples were exposed to H2 plasma at 

75 mTorr for 10 s at higher sample biases and then post annealed.  Figure 26 (a) – (c) 

shows micro-Raman spectra for MLG samples biased at 60 V, 100V and 150 V then post-

annealed at 245 °C, respectively.  Observed for the samples in Figure 26 (a) – (c) are ID/IG 

values of 2.2, 3.1 and 3.2, respectively, indicating a greater stability after post-annealing 

at higher temperatures compared to unbiased samples.  These values of ID/IG are much 

larger than those previously reported for MLG [61].  Furthermore, the authors of Ref [8] 

report full dehydrogenation at 200 °C.  We do not attribute the residual D peak to 

damage of the graphitic lattice for samples shown in Figures 26 (a) – (c) as the current 

densities during plasma exposure were 1.2, 1.6 and 2.3 mA/cm2, respectively  These 

current densities and electron energy combinations are considerably lower than those 

known to cause damage to MLG [78]. 

 MLG samples biased at 100 and 150 V showed a considerably higher stability 

compared to unbiased samples after post-annealing at 400 °C with ID/IG values of about  
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2 – as shown in the inset of Figure 26.  The inset shows relative hydrogenation, ID/IG, as a 

function of post-annealing temperature.  This same data are shown for MLG, BLG and 

TLG samples in Figure 27 (a) – (d).  For a given bias, data for MLG, BLG and TLG samples 

were collected on the same flake to maintain accurate comparison due to the proximity 

of adjacent layers.  We attribute the higher stability of hydrogenation at higher biases to  

an increase in σ resulting from greater current densities at higher samples biases which 

leads to a higher probability of hydrogenation.  Furthermore, H monomers and dimers  

Figure 26.  (a)-(c) Micro-Raman spectra of MLG samples after exposure to H2 plasma 
at biases of + 60 V, + 100 V and + 150 V, respectively, then post-annealed at 245 °C.  
The inset shows ID/IG vs. post-annealing temperature T, for 40, 60, 100 and 150 V 
biases and electron dosages of 6.5, 11.9, 15.7 and 23.2 mC/cm2

, respectively. 
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have been observed to form on MLG grown on SiC for low hydrogen coverage [79] while 

larger H clusters, different from H monomers for ideal graphane, form on MLG with high 

H coverage [79].  These clusters required annealing temperatures of up to 800 °C for 

their removal.  We propose that at higher samples biases, large H clusters form which 

require a higher post-annealing temperature for removal. 

 

3.7 Conclusion  

 We have observed the reversible hydrogenation of MLG, BLG and TLG by 

electron irradiation from three sources: an SEM, e-beam and RF plasmas of H or He.  In 

each case, the extent of hydrogenation is inferred from the activation of a Raman D 

Figure 27.  (a)-(d) ID/IG vs. post-annealing temperature T, for MLG, BLG and TLG 
samples biased at 40 V, + 60 V, + 100 V and + 150 V to electron dosages of 6.5, 11.9, 
15.7 and 23.2 mC/cm2, respectively.               
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band.  We show that the observation of the D band in such irradiated graphenes is due 

to hydrogenation rather than lattice amorphization – as previously thought – by low 

temperature annealing recovery.  The full recovery of such samples suggests the 

formation of graphane – fully hydrogenated graphene. 

 We propose that graphane, diamane and triamane are formed when MLG, BLG 

and TLG with naturally physisorbed H2O above and below are irradiated with 100eV-

10keV electrons, respectively. We propose that the mechanism for hydrogenation is 

electron impact fragmentation of physisorbed H2O by secondary and backscattered 

electrons. We do not observe hydrogenation for pre-annealed samples that lack 

adsorbed H2O.  We observe a greater thermal stability for biased samples that are 

plasma irradiated.  By biasing samples during H plasma exposure, we show that 

hydrogenation occurs due to electrons rather than H species from within the plasma – 

as previously thought.  These controllable irradiation techniques could be employed for 

the patterning of graphane nano-circuitry and synthesis of hydrogenated graphenes 

having a high thermal stability.   
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CHAPTER 4 

THE REMOVAL OF SINGLE LAYERS FROM MULTI-LAYER GRAPHENE BY LOW ENERGY 

ELECTRON STIMULATION 

4.1 Introduction 

 Initial reports on device applications of mono-layer graphene (MLG) excluded 

the possibility of bi-layer graphene (BLG), tri-layer graphene (TLG) and thicker-layer 

devices [7,10].  More recently, research on BLG and TLG have introduced the idea of 

multi-layer device applications.  For instance, the ability to tune a bandgap in BLG of up 

to 250 meV [12] and a band overlap in TLG [80] by an electric field may give rise to 

devices not possible by MLG alone.  As the properties of multi-layer graphene depend 

on the number of layers, n, the reduction of n from multi-layer samples may have useful 

device applications.  Large-scale MLG and multi-layer graphene films can be grown on 

Cu and Ni substrates by chemical vapor deposition (CVD), respectively [53].  A promising 

application for such large-scale films is the replacement of indium tin oxide (ITO) as a 

transparent thin film conducting electrode [54] for flat panel displays [81,82].  Typically, 

films grown on Ni or Cu foils are etched away from their parent substrates and then 

transferred to glass or SiO2/Si substrates for device fabrication.  In this method, thin CVD 

films are easily susceptible to damage during the transfer process – by either tearing or 

folding of the film – reducing the performance of the material.  We demonstrate a 

simple process for the reduction of n from multi-layer samples that may have useful 
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applications for thinning thicker-layer CVD samples to the desired n.  By adding our 

thinning method to the device fabrication process, damage to thin CVD

grown samples could be avoided by thinning thicker-layer films transferred to glass or 

SiO2/Si.  With basic lithography techniques, certain regions of large-scale films could be 

thinned to the desired n for transparent electrode applications while neighboring 

thicker-layer regions with lower resistance could be used as interconnects. 

 We present the controllable removal of single atomic layers from exfoliated 

multi-layer graphene by exposure to a He plasma.  By applying sample biases of -60 V 

and 60 V, we show that He ions and neutrals are not responsible for plasma thinning – 

rather, thinning occurs due to low energy electron interactions.  By examining partially 

thinned MLG sample topographies via AFM, we find that thinning occurs over the basal 

plane due to electron-stimulated removal of C atoms.  Our technique removes 

approximately one layer at a time from multi-layer samples without producing deep 

basal plane pits or a reduction in lateral dimensions of the sample.  As inert He was 

chosen as an ionization medium for thinning, our technique is void of reactive O or H 

species that are known to etch and produce pits on the basal plane of MLG and graphite 

[23,24,28,83-85].  Furthermore, our technique is considerably simpler than recent 

reports on thinning by Raman laser irradiation [20] and acid treatments [21].  While 

novel, the method reported in Ref [20] suffers from lateral dimension limitations due to 

the slow scan rate of the laser.  In addition, the number of layers removed is not 
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controllable as the technique removes all but the bottom layer.  In Ref [21], zinc 

sputtering combined with standard lithography techniques is used to amorphize 

selected regions.  Successive acid treatments are then used for the removal of the 

amorphized carbon, resulting in the removal of one layer.  While demonstrating single 

layer removal, this method is not feasible for the removal of many layers due to its 

complexity.  Other groups have implemented the use of a hybrid H-N plasma to thin 

reduced multi-layer graphene oxide at sample temperatures of 400 °C [86].  While 

successfully demonstrating a reduction in sample thickness, the authors do not report 

the important role of the electron in the thinning process.  Furthermore, the high defect 

density of reduced graphene oxide severely inhibits its use in device applications.  By 

varying sample biases, exposure times and pre-annealing treatments during He plasma 

exposure, we demonstrate the controllable layer-by-layer removal of layers from 

approximately 0.08 to over 3 layers/min.  Our proposed mechanism for thinning is 

electron stimulated dissociation of C atoms from the basal plane of graphene – similar 

to the dissociation of adsorbates on surfaces [87] and fragmentation of molecules in 

gases [71].  As He plasmas – similar to those used in our experiments – are compatible 

with micro-fabrication techniques, our method could be implemented as a scalable 

means of reducing n from multi-layer samples for device applications.  The results of this 

chapter have been accepted for publication in Small as the inside cover article [22]. 
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4.2 Controllable Removal of Single Atomic Layers 

Figures 28 (a) and (b) show optical images of an exfoliated flake before and after 

exposure to a 50 mTorr He plasma for 13 min with the sample electrically floating.  

Observed is an overall downshift in optical contrast of about one layer for all layers of 

the flake after exposure.  The MLG region in Figure 28 (a) has completely disappeared 

while the contrast of the BLG region reduced to that of MLG after He plasma exposure.  

Figures 28 (c) and (d) are atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of the boxed regions in 

Figures 28 (a) and (b), respectively.  Figures 29 (a) and (b) show step height analyses 

across indicated MLG and BLG regions before and after thinning.  The MLG region 

reduced from about 6 Å, to zero, indicating the complete removal of the MLG region.  

The BLG region reduced from about 13 Å to 6 Å, consistent with the removal of one 

atomic layer.  Line profile data analyses were performed with the program WSXM v5.0 

[59].  Figure 29 (c) shows the change in IG/ISi before and after He exposure for n = 1, 2, 3, 

4, and 5.  The pristine flake exhibited a linear relationship in IG/ISi vs. n with a slope of 

about 0.11 Δ(IG/ISi)/layer – typical for pristine samples.  After thinning, each layer 

dropped in IG/ISi by about 0.13 – comparable to the slope of the pristine curve – 

indicating that one layer has been removed from each region of the flake.  In addition, 

after thinning, the slope of the IG/ISi vs. n plot remains linear with the same slope as the 

pristine plot.  No G peak was observable for the MLG region of the flake after exposure.  

These results corroborate the removal of one layer from all regions of the flake.   
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Figure 28. (a) and (b) Optical images of a graphene flake before and after He plasma 
exposure, respectively.  Numbers indicate the number of layers.  (c) and (d) AFM 
images of the boxed regions in (a) and (b), respectively. The solid and dashed lines 
indicate the locations along which step height profiles were obtained. 
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Observed in Figure 28 (d) is a residual image of the thinned MLG region.  We do not 

believe this is due to residual carbon as this region registers as a depression – rather 

than an elevation – in the AFM topography analysis.  Furthermore, no Raman G or 2D 

peaks were observable for this region after thinning.  We propose that an interaction 

between the MLG and the SiO2 occurred during the thinning process resulting in an 

Figure 29. (a) and (b) Step height profiles of MLG and BLG regions, respectively, 
before and after He plasma exposure over the lines shown in Figs. 1 (c) and (d).  (c) 
Plots of IG/ISi vs n before and after exposure for the regions having n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 in 
Fig. 1 (a).  After exposure, the linear relationship is preserved with an overall 
downshift of the curve by approximately 0.13.  
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enhanced force of attraction between the AFM probe and the former MLG region.  

Unlike samples etched by exposure to atomic species [23,24,28,83-85], our samples did 

not show a reduction in lateral dimensions – even those with more than 30 layers 

removed.  Typically, samples exposed to such atomic species are observed to reduce in 

both vertical and lateral dimensions [23,24,28,83-85]. 

Figures 30 (a)-(c) show optical images of a pristine flake before and after two 

consecutive He plasma exposures denoted by numerals I, II and III, respectively.  The 

pristine sample shown in Figure 30 (a) was exposed to a 50 mTorr He plasma for 40 min 

with the sample electrically floating.  Figure 30 (b) shows an overall reduction in optical 

contrast after the first exposure corresponding to the removal of one atomic layer for all 

layers of the sample.  The original MLG region is no longer observable while the BLG and 

thicker-layer regions remain visible.  After an additional 10 minutes of He plasma 

exposure, a further reduction of optical contrast corresponding to the removal of two 

atomic layers is observed as shown in Figure 30 (c).  Figure 30 (d) shows plots of IG/ISi vs. 

n for n = 1, 2, 6 and 8 for the pristine sample and after the two subsequent He plasma 

exposures indicated by black circles, red squares and blue triangles, respectively.  The 

pristine sample exhibits a linear relationship in IG/ISi vs. n with a slope of about 0.11 

Δ(IG/ISi)/layer – typical for pristine samples.  Observed is a reduction in IG/ISi of about 

0.09 for n = 2, 6 and 8 after the first He plasma exposure, corresponding to the removal 

of one atomic layer; no change in slope is observed.  After the second He plasma 

exposure, a further drop in IG/ISi of about 0.18 is observed for n = 6 and 8, indicating the  
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removal of two atomic layers.  Figure 30 (e) shows micro-Raman spectra for regions n = 

1, 2, 6 and 8 for I, II and III indicated by black, red and blue curves, respectively.  

Observed is a complete disappearance of the Raman signal for the MLG region after the 

first exposure, indicating no residual carbon exists.  After the first exposure, a D peak 

having ID/IG = 1.24 is observable for the BLG region.  For our series of thinning 

Figure 30. (a) – (c) Optical images of a graphene flake before and after two 
consecutive He plasma exposures, respectively, indicated by I, II, and III.  Numbers 
indicate the number of layers. (d) Plots of IG/ISi vs n before and after the two 
consecutive exposures for the regions having n = 1, 2, 6, and 8.  After exposure, the 
linear relationship is preserved with overall downshifts of 0.09 and 0.18 for the first 
and second exposure, respectively. (e) Raman spectra of regions indicated in (a) 
before and after plasma exposures. 
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experiments, ID/IG values for MLG thinned from BLG ranged from 0.65 to 2.1 – within the 

range of defect densities reported in Refs [20] and [21] for MLG thinned from BLG by  

laser and acid treatments, respectively.  Our observation of a residual D peak may be 

due to dangling bonds from the incomplete removal of the top layer, or defects – such 

as vacancies – created by heavy ions within the plasma.  We note that the CVD BLG 

sample thinned to MLG in Ref [21] was not as-grown BLG but BLG fabricated by stacking 

two CVD grown MLG samples.  This as-fabricated BLG sample would have a greater 

inter-layer spacing and a weaker van der Waals interaction between layers than an 

exfoliated BLG or an as-grown CVD BLG sample.  As a result, less damage is likely to 

occur on the top layer from zinc sputtering and acid treatments due to the weaker 

bonding between the layers.  As shown in Figure 30 (e), after the first and second He 

plasma exposures, we observe ID/IG ratios of 1.04 and 1.32 for the n = 6 region, 

respectively.  For the n = 8 region, we observe ID/IG ratios of 0.74 and 0.88 after the first 

and second exposures, respectively.  We find that defect densities decrease as n 

increases, consistent with the formation of defects on only the top layer(s).  Though 

defect densities present in thinned samples might reduce the carrier mobility – limiting 

their use in high speed circuitry – such samples may still be useful as transparent 

conductors where high conductivity is not as critical.  Nonlinearities in layer removal 

rates were attributed to adsorbates.  We propose that the presence of such adsorbates 

slows thinning during the beginning of exposure.  
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4.3 Role of Plasma Species and Adsorbates 

 Figures 31 (a) and (b) show optical images of a flake before and after exposure to 

a 50 mTorr He plasma for 30 min at a sample bias of -60 V.  No reduction of optical 

contrast is observed for any region of the flake, including MLG, BLG and TLG regions, 

after exposure.  Figure 31 (c) shows an optical image of a flake before exposure to the 

sample plasma conditions as the previous sample but at a bias of +60 V.  This flake 

contained layers up to n ≈ 30.  After exposure, all layers of this flake had been removed  

– indicating electrons, rather than He neutrals or ions, are responsible for the He plasma 

thinning process.  Typical electron energies for cold plasmas are around 2 eV [19] – thus, 

samples positively biased at a voltage V would attract electrons having energies of eV ± 

2 eV.  The removal of 30 atomic layers in 30 min suggests an average thinning rate of at 

least 1 layer/min.  We then exposed samples to He plasmas at +60 V biases for shorter 

periods of time to determine the rate of layer removal.  Figures 31 (d) and (e) show 

optical images of a flake before and after exposure to a 50 mTorr He plasma at a sample 

bias of +60 V for 5 min.  Prior to exposure, MLG, BLG, TLG and thicker-layer regions of 

the flake are present.  After exposure, the MLG and BLG regions completely disappeared 

while the optical contrast of the TLG region reduced to that of MLG, indicating two 

atomic layers were removed at an average rate of 0.4 layers/min.  The slower thinning 

rate for shorter plasma exposures suggests that the thinning rate is slower at the  

beginning of the plasma exposure.  We attribute the accelerated rate of layer removal 

for longer exposure times to simultaneous electron interactions with more than one  
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layer.  The larger number of top-layer vacancies for longer exposures would create 

multiple pathways for electron interactions with underlying layers. 

 As the presence of adsorbates such as O2 or H2O may affect thinning, samples 

were pre-annealed in situ – prior to plasma exposure – for the removal of O2 and H2O.  

Figure 31.   (a) and (b) Optical images of a graphene flake before and after He 
plasma exposure, respectively, at a sample bias of -60 V.  Numbers indicate the 
number of layers. No change in optical contrast is observable for any region.  (c) 
Optical image of a graphene flake prior to He plasma exposure at a bias of +60 V for 
30 min.  After the exposure, all layers of the flake were removed.  (d) Optical image 
of a graphene flake before exposure.  Numbers indicate the number of layers.  (e) 
Sample shown in (d) after He plasma exposure at a bias of +60 V for 5 min.  The MLG 
and BLG regions have been removed while the remaining TLG region is still visible, 
indicating the removal of about two layers. (f) Optical image of a graphene flake that 
was pre-annealed at 400 °C for 1 hr prior to He plasma exposure at a bias of +60 V 
for 5 min.  After the exposure, all layers of the flake were removed. 
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Such molecules are known to adsorb above and below graphene flakes due to contact 

with SiO2/Si substrates and air during the mechanical exfoliation process [41,43].  

Annealing MLG at 150 °C is known to cause the desorption of H2O, NH3, CO and NO2 

[60], while 200 °C is sufficient for desorbing O2 [67], as inferred from electrical transport 

measurements.   Figure 31 (f) shows an optical image of a pristine flake that was pre-

annealed at 400 °C for 1 hr at a pressure of 1 X 10-5 Torr.  This sample was then exposed  

in situ to a He plasma for 5 min at a bias of +60 V.  After exposure the entire flake 

disappeared.  The thickest region of the flake contained n ≈ 15 indicating an average 

layer removal rate of at least 3 layers/min.  Figures 32 (a) and (b) show optical images of 

a pre-annealed sample before and after exposure to a He plasma at a sample bias of +60 

V for a shorter exposure of 1 min.  After exposure, the MLG region was completely 

removed while BLG, TLG and thicker-layer regions remained intact, indicating an 

average layer removal rate of 1 layer/min.  The removal of only one layer is 

corroborated by the lack of and presence of visible MLG and BLG steps, respectively, in 

the AFM image of Figure 32 (c). For un-annealed samples, we propose that adsorbates 

shield the underlying graphene layer from electron irradiation, thus thinning rates are 

slower for such samples.  In previous reports, we have shown that electron irradiation 

from brief He plasma exposures results in the reversible hydrogenation of graphenes 

[19].  Our proposed mechanism for hydrogenation was basal-plane chemisorbtion of H 

liberated from electron impact fragmentation of adsorbed water vapor present from the 

exfoliation process.  We propose that during the initial stage of exposure for un- 
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annealed samples, hydrogenation occurs as a result of electron impact fragmentation of 

adsorbed H2O.  For longer time-scales, dehydrogenation and thinning occurs as a result 

of electron excitation and removal of chemisorbed H and basal plane C atoms 

respectively.  We attribute the accelerated rate of layer removal of pre-annealed 

samples to the lack of adsorbates, which would require longer exposures for their 

removal.      

 

4.4 Exploring the Mechanism of Plasma Thinning 

 We investigated the mechanism of electron induced layer removal by analyzing 

partially removed MLG regions.  Figure 33 (a) shows an optical image of a pristine 

graphene flake; the MLG region is indicated by the number 1.  Figures 33 (b) – (f) show 

optical images of the same flake after being exposed to five consecutive He plasma  

Figure 32. (a) Optical image of a graphene flake.  Numbers indicate the number of 
layers.  (b) Sample shown in (a) after pre-annealing at 400 °C for 1 hr and then 
exposing to He plasma at a bias of +60 V for 1 min.  (c) AFM image of the dashed 
square in (b).  The MLG region is no longer visible, indicating the removal of one 
layer.  
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exposures of 6, 2, 2, 2 and 3 min (totaling 6 min, 8 min, 10 min, 12 min, and 15 min, 

respectively) with the sample electrically floating. As shown in Figure 33 (b), after 6 min 

of He plasma exposure, an evenly distributed reduction of optical contrast is observed 

for the MLG region of the flake.  After 8 min of exposure, the optical contrast is further 

reduced while the topography is nearly identical to that of a pristine monolayer as 

shown in the inset of Figure 33 (c).  After 10 and 12 min of exposure, the sample is 

virtually unobservable optically, yet no change in topography is observed, as shown in 

Figure 33. (a) Optical image of a pristine graphene flake.  The MLG region is indicated 
by the number 1.  (b)-(f) Optical images of the same sample after 6 min, 8 min, 10 
min, 12 min and 15 min of He plasma exposure, respectively.  Insets in (c)-(f) show 
complimentary AFM images.  Scale bar for insets equals 5 um. 
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Figures 33 (d) and (e), respectively.  After 15 min of total exposure, the sample is no 

longer detectable via AFM, as shown in the inset of Figure 33 (f), indicating the complete 

removal of one atomic layer in 15 min, comparable to the length of time required to 

remove one layer from the sample shown in Figure 28.  The lack of etch pits or 

reduction of lateral dimensions for the samples shown in Figures 28 and 33 suggest that 

thinning occurs as a top-down phenomenon.  This phenomenon was observed for all 

thinned samples independent of n, even for n > 30.  We propose that thinning occurs 

due to the uniform removal of basal plane C atoms.  This conclusion is corroborated by 

the continuous reduction of optical contrast and instantaneous disappearance of AFM 

topography for a single atomic layer.  We propose that the intermediate reduction of 

optical contrast in Figure 33 is due to the uniform removal of C atoms from the basal 

plane.  We propose that the removal of C atoms occurs as an evenly distributed top-

down phenomenon that results in the atomic-scale perforation of the exposed layer.  

Such vacancies created by this type of removal would neither produce large pits nor 

would they be detectable by AFM as such features are smaller than the radii of typical  

AFM probes.  Furthermore, such vacancies would explain the low intensity Raman D 

bands observed in Figure 30 (e).   

 Electrons incident at kinetic energies of about 60 eV do not have sufficient 

momentum to knock out strongly bonded C atoms in the basal plane that typically have 

binding energies of 4-5 eV [88].  However, such kinetic energies are in the range 

corresponding to the maximum cross-section for electron stimulated desorption of 
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adsorbates and fragmentation of molecules [82,87].  These processes involve electronic 

excitation of the adsorbate or molecule by the incident electrons, followed by 

desorption or fragmentation.  We propose that the mechanism for layer removal 

involves a similar process in which C atoms are excited by the incident electrons, 

followed by the dissociation of the atom. 

 

4.5 Conclusion 

 We have shown the controllable removal of single layers from BLG and thicker-

layer exfoliated flakes by low energy electron irradiation from a He plasma.  We observe 

constant top down thinning for all layers independent of n indicating the electron 

assisted removal of C atoms from the basal plane.  The unique role of the electron 

interaction rather than ion or neutral species interaction in layer removal is observed 

from biasing experiments.  Our technique could be used as a scalable means of 

patterning thinned regions from multi-layer graphene samples for device applications 

such as transparent conducting windows.  Our technique is not observed to produce 

large pits in the basal plane or a reduction of lateral dimensions of samples.  By 

adjusting sample bias and exposure time, thinning rates can be controlled from 0.08 to 

over 3 layers/min.  We find that this rate increases for pre-annealed samples in which O2 

and H2O have been desorbed.  This observation is attributed to the shielding of the 

underlying layer by adsorbates for un-annealed samples.  We attribute the accelerated 

rate of layer removal for longer exposure times to the simultaneous removal of more 
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than one layer.  We propose that the removal of C atoms from the basal plane is due to 

the electron induced excitation of basal plane C atoms followed by their dissociation.     
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CHAPTER 5 

OXIDATIVE ETCHING OF PRISTINE, HYDROGENATED AND DEHYDROGENATED MLG, BLG 

AND TLG 

5.1 Introduction 

 Pit formation via the oxidative etching of bulk highly oriented pyrolytic graphite 

(HOPG) by exposure to O2 has been studied in detail within the last three decades [23-

25,83].  It has been discovered that the onset temperature for monolayer pit formation 

of HOPG is around 600-650 °C.  For such temperatures, etch pitting delivers a very 

narrow distribution of pit diameters on HOPG.  This has been attributed to the 

nucleation of monolayer etch pits at pre-existing basal plane defects.  At higher 

oxidation temperatures, at or above 875 ˚C, the distribution of etch pit diameters 

broadens due to continuous nucleation in time [23-25,83].  The advent of mono-layer 

graphene (MLG) on SiO2 has led to similar studies on the oxidative etching of MLG, bi-

layer graphene (BLG) and thicker-layer graphitic sheets with the aim of understanding 

fundamental mechanisms of etching [28,89] as well as potential applications of MLG 

etching for device fabrication [26,27].  In contrast to HOPG, MLG exhibits a higher 

reactivity to oxygen, exhibiting etch pitting at lower temperatures of 450-500 °C, with 

BLG and thicker-layer samples showing less reactivity as the number of layers tends 

towards the bulk value.  MLG etch pits are observed to have a wide distribution of 

diameters, even for oxidation near the onset temperature for pit formation.  This effect 

has been attributed to structural deformation due to substrate interactions resulting in 
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localized strain regions that introduce an sp3 character to the C bonds, increasing their 

susceptibility to pit formation [90,91]. 

 As the properties of MLG and thicker-layer graphitic sheets can be modified by H 

and F adsorbates [15,36-38,41,43,60,92], understanding the oxidation behavior of these 

functionalized materials is of prime interest.  In following sections of this chapter, the 

oxidative etching of pristine, pre-annealed, hydrogenated and dehydrogenated MLG, 

BLG and tri-layer graphene (TLG) will be investigated.  Hydrogenation of samples was 

carried out using either an H2 plasma or an SEM system.  Samples oxidized in a 150 Torr 

environment of O2 for 30 min to a specified temperature T will be referred to as 

“etched”.  The results presented in this chapter are currently under review in the 

Elsevier journal Phys Rev B [29]. 

 

5.2 Oxidative Etching of Pristine MLG 

 To determine the onset temperature for pit formation for pristine MLG, BLG, TLG 

and thicker-layer sheets, samples were etched at T = 550-585 °C.  Figures 34 (a) and (b) 

show optical images of a pristine flake before and after etching at 550 °C.  MLG, BLG and 

TLG are indicated by numbers 1, 2, and 3, respectively.  No difference is observed 

between the two images.  Figure 34 (c) is a composite atomic force microscopy (AFM) of 

the boxed region in Figure 34 (b); no etch pits are observable on any layer of the flake.  

Figure 34 (d) shows micro-Raman spectra of the MLG, BLG and TLG regions before and 

after etching indicated by black and blue curves, respectively.  A slight blue-shift of the G  
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Figure 34.  (a) and (b) Optical images of a graphene flake before and after etching at 
550 °C, respectively.  1, 2 and 3 indicate MLG, BLG and TLG, respectively.  (c) 
Composite AFM image of boxed region in (b).  (d) Raman spectra of MLG, BLG and 
TLG indicated in (a) and (c).  Black and blue curves indicate pristine and etched data, 
respectively. (e) and (f)  Optical images of a graphene flake before and after etching 
at 570 °C, respectively. (g) Composite AFM image of boxed region in (f).  Inset shows 
Raman spectra of MLG, BLG and TLG regions indicated in (e) and (g) after etching. 
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peak by 20 cm-1 is observed.  This effect has been attributed to p-type doping by 

adsorbed O2 molecules [28].  Figures 34 (e) and (f) show optical images of a different 

pristine flake before and after etching to a higher T = 570 °C, respectively.  After etching, 

a slight reduction in optical contrast for the MLG region is observed; as shown in the 

composite AFM image of Figure 34 (g), this is due to the formation of MLG etch pits.  No 

pits are observable on BLG, TLG and thicker layer regions of the flake.  The MLG region 

has a pit density of approximately 3 pits/μm2 and is about 14% etched.  The etch pits 

have an average diameter,   , of 210 ± 74 nm and ratio of the standard deviation, σ, to 

the mean, σ/  , of 0.35.  These values accurately reflect the etching of this particular 

sample as few of the etch pits had coalesced.  For samples with severe pit coalescence, 

   cannot accurately be measured; in such cases only the percentage etched will be 

reported.  A slight Raman D peak is observable for the MLG region of the sample as 

shown by the inset in Figure 34 (g).  We attribute this small intensity D peak to dangling 

bonds at etch pit edges; there would be about 1 etch pit within the 0.3 μm2 laser spot.  

BLG and TLG samples show no observable D peak after etching.  Pristine samples etched 

at T ≥ 585 °C resulted in the total coalescence of MLG etch pits resulting in the complete 

disappearance of MLG regions. 

                                           

5.3 Oxidative Etching of HOPG 

 The oxidative etching of the parent HOPG block was investigated.  We found that 

monolayer pit formation began on the freshly cleaved HOPG surface at T = 650 °C during 
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etching.  These results are consistent with previous reports of monolayer pit formation 

on HOPG [26-28,89].  Figure 35 (a) shows an AFM image of the HOPG surface after 

etching at 650 °C.  Observed are uniform etch pits having    = 185 ± 5 nm and σ/   = 0.03 

with a density of about 0.1 pits/μm2.  As shown by the line profile in Figure 35 (b) the 

etch pits have a depth of around 5 Å, corresponding to one monolayer. 

 

5.4 Oxidative Etching of Pre-Annealed MLG 

 By pre-annealing samples to remove adsorbed H2O and O2, the effect of these 

adsorbates on the oxidative etching properties of MLG was studied.  Pre-annealing MLG 

at temperatures as low as 150 °C results in the removal of adsorbed H2O, NH3, CO and 

NO2 [90] while the removal of adsorbed O2 is achieved at a slightly higher temperature 

of 200 ° C [68].  Polymer residues and other contaminants have been shown to desorb 

at 600 °C [93].  Due to the small size of exfoliated MLG samples, such desorption 

temperatures are inferred from transport measurements of as-prepared devices 

ratherthan mass spectrometry.  Figures 36 (a)-(c) show optical images of a graphene  

flake that was pre-annealed at 400 °C and then etched in situ at 550 °C, 570 °C, and 600 

°C, respectively.  Figures 36 (d)-(f) show AFM images of the boxed regions in Figures 36 

(a)-(c), respectively.  Pre-annealing at 400 °C is not observed to change appreciably the 

etching behavior of MLG etched at 550 °C and 570 °C as shown in Figures 36 (d) and (e), 

respectively, nor is it observed to change the onset temperature for pit formation of 570 

°C.  These results are similar to those in Figure 34 that show that pristine un-annealed  
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graphene starts to etch at about 570 °C.  Since physisorbed water and oxygen are 

desorbed by pre-annealing at 400 °C, the presence of these adsorbates does not 

significantly affect pit formation.  These adsorbates do not change the sp2 character of 

the surface; the interactions between these adsorbates and MLG are π-cloud 

interactions and should not contribute to deformity [94,95].  As shown in Figure 36 (f), 

pre-annealing at 400 °C does not significantly increase the temperature at which MLG is 

observed to almost completely disappear.  As shown by the arrow in Figure 36 (f), we 

found that the AFM images exhibited depressions for locations of etched MLG regions, 

even in the presence of MLG remnants that were not completely etched.  These  

Figure 35.  (a) AFM image of parent HOPG block after etching at 650 °C.  (b) Height 
analysis along the line in (a) showing a pit depth of 4.5 Å. 
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depressions appear as regions of darker contrast in AFM images that highlight the 

interface between the former MLG region and the SiO2/Si substrate.  We attribute this 

phenomenon to a possible C-SiO2 interaction that occurs during etching that produces a 

stronger attractive force between the sample and AFM probe. 

Figures 37 (a)-(d) show images of a pristine graphene flake that was pre-

annealed in situ to a higher temperature of 590 °C and etched at 600 °C and 700 °C. 

Figures 37 (b) and (d) show AFM images of the boxed regions in (a) and (c), respectively.  

As shown in Figure 37 (b), pre-annealing MLG at 590 °C significantly reduces pitting,  

Figure 36.  (a) – (c) Optical images of a graphene flake that was pre-heated in situ at 
400 °C and then etched at 550 °C, 570 °C, and 600 °C, respectively.  (d) – (f) AFM 
images of the dashed boxes in (a) – (c), respectively.     
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even when the temperature during O2 exposure is increased to 600°C.  The reduced 

contrast between the MLG and SiO2 substrate is due to greater adhesion between the 

MLG and SiO2, as discussed below.  As shown by the AFM image in Figure 37 (d), MLG 

that is pre-annealed at 590 °C then etched at 700 °C is observed to completely 

disappear, while BLG and thicker layer regions remain intact while exhibiting preliminary 

stages of etching.  This is corroborated by the optical image shown in Figure 37 (c).  The 

Figure 37.  (a) Optical image of a pristine graphene flake. (b) AFM image of the 
dashed square in (a) after pre-heating in situ at 590 °C and then etching at 600 °C. (c) 
Optical image of the flake in (b) after pre-heating again in situ at 590 °C and then 
etching at 700 °C. (d) AFM image of the dashed square in (c). 
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depression in Figure 37 (d) is consistent with other AFM images of completely etched 

MLG regions, for example former MLG region in Figure 36 (f). 

Figure 38 (a) shows an AFM image of a pristine flake that was not pre-annealed 

and then exposed to O2 at 570 °C (higher resolution image of the MLG region in Figure 

34 (g)) .  Figures 38 (b) and (c) show optical images of a pristine MLG flake that was pre-

annealed at 590 °C and then etched at 650 °C, before and after etching, respectively.  

Figure 38 (d) shows an AFM image of the boxed region in Figure 31 (c).  As shown in 

Figure 38 (d), MLG that is pre-annealed at 590 °C and then exposed to O2 at 650 °C 

shows pitting that is comparable to that shown by the pristine sample in Figure 38 (a) 

that was etched at 570 °C.  Thus, pre-annealing MLG at 590 °C increases the onset T for  

pit formation to about 650 °, similar to the onset T for HOPG.  The reduced reactivity for 

such samples is attributed to greater adhesion between MLG and the SiO2/Si substrate  

after annealing.  These findings are corroborated by AFM step height analyses of MLG 

before and after pre-annealing, showing a reduction in step height from about 6-14 Å to  

2-4 Å, consistent with previously published data [96].  We propose that the reduced 

step height allows for direct weak interactions with the substrate reducing the reactivity 

of the MLG layer, therefore reducing etching.  Though our pre-annealing temperatures 

are at the threshold for the removal of adhesive polymers – which are detectable by 

AFM imaging [28,93] – we do not believe such polymers are responsible for etching as 

none are observed in our AFM images.  We have also excluded the possibility of a 

change in surface roughness affecting the susceptibility to etch pitting as no change in  
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RMS roughness is observed after annealing.  These finding are in agreement with 

previous reports on MLG roughness [96].                            

 

5.5 Oxidative Etching of Plasma Hydrogenated MLG, BLG & TLG 

 Recently, plasma hydrogenation of MLG, BLG and TLG was carried out using an 

H2 plasma [15,41].  Using our plasma system, samples were partially and fully 

hydrogenated prior to etching.  Figures 39 (a) and (b) show optical images of a flake  

 

Figure 38. (a) AFM image of sample shown in Figure 23 (g).  (b) and (c) Optical images 
of a graphene flake that was pre-heated in situ at 590 °C and then etched at 650 °C.  
(e) and (f) show Raman spectra of the MLG regions in (a) and (d), respectively.    
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Figure 39. (a) Optical image of a graphene flake hydrogenated with a H2 plasma such 
that the MLG was partially hydrogenated.  Plasma conditions were: 60 mTorr H2 for 
60 sec at a frequency of 21 MHz.  1, 2 and 3 indicate MLG, BLG and TLG, respectively.  
(b) Optical image of sample shown in (a) after etching at 550 °C.  (c) Raman spectra of 
MLG, BLG and TLG regions indicated in (a) before etching and after plasma 
treatment.  (d) AFM image of boxed region in (b).  (e)  Optical image of a graphene 
flake hydrogenated with a H2 plasma such that the MLG region was fully 
hydrogenated.  Plasma conditions were: 55 mTorr H2 for 60 sec at a frequency of 21 
MHz. (f) Optical image of sample shown in (e) after etching at 550 °C.  (g) Raman 
spectra of MLG, BLG and TLG regions indicated in (e) before etching and after plasma 
treatment.  (h) AFM image of boxed region in (f). 
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with partially hydrogenated MLG, BLG and TLG regions before and after etching at 550 

°C, respectively.  A slight reduction in optical contrast is observed for the MLG region 

after etching.  Figure 39 (c) shows micro-Raman spectra of the MLG, BLG and TLG 

regions before etching with ID/IG values of 1.0, 1.2, and 0.7, respectively.  These are  

typical values for partial hydrogenation of MLG, BLG and TLG [19,41].  Figure 39 (d) is an 

AFM image of the boxed region in Figure 39 (b).  Observed are heavily coalesced MLG 

etch pits having    = 175 ± 35 nm and σ/   = 0.2; The MLG region is about 52% etched.  

These results are in contrast to the pristine MLG sample shown in Figure 34 (c) that was 

not hydrogenated then etched at the same T which showed no etch pitting.  We 

therefore conclude that hydrogenation increases the reactivity of MLG. 

 We find that hydrogenation of samples prior to etching increases the reactivity 

of MLG and BLG regions, but not TLG and thicker-layers regions.  Figure 40 is a large-

scale composite AFM image which includes BLG, TLG and thicker-layer regions of the  

flake shown in Figures 39 (a) and (b).  The BLG region shows significantly less pitting 

with a pit density of about 0.5 pits/μm2.  No etch pits are observed for TLG and thicker-

layer regions of the flake.  We conclude that for adjacent layers exposed to the same 

plasma hydrogenation conditions, a layer dependence on etching is observed with 

thicker-layer regions exhibiting less pitting.  Figures 39 (e) and (f) show optical images of 

a flake with fully hydrogenated MLG, BLG and TLG regions before and after etching at 

550 °C, respectively, showing that the MLG region has been completely etched.  A  
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Figure 40. Large-scale composite AFM image of a flake partially hydrogenated via H2 
plasma exposure, and then etched in 150 Torr O2 at 550 °C for 30 min.  Image was 
created by photo-merging two adjacent AFM images.  1, 2 and 3 indicate MLG, BLG 
and TLG, respectively. Boxed region outlines higher-resolution AFM image shown in 
Figure 39 (d). The BLG region has a pit density of 0.5 pits/µm2, much less than the 
MLG region. 
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reduced optical contrast for the BLG region is observed indicating the BLG region has 

been partially etched.  Figure 39 (g) shows micro-Raman spectra of the MLG, BLG and  

TLG regions before etching with ID/IG values of 2.0, 2.3, and 1.5, respectively, indicating 

full hydrogenation for each layer.  Figure 39 (h) is an AFM image of the boxed region in  

Figure 39 (f) showing that the BLG region has been 28% etched.  Observed are heavily 

coalesced BLG etch pits having    = 144 ± 58 nm and σ/   = 0.4.  These results are in 

contrast to the partially hydrogenated BLG sample shown in Figure 39 (a)-(d) that 

showed few pits.  As shown in the Large-scale composite AFM image of Figure 41, no 

TLG pits are observable even for samples hydrogenated to a higher degree.  The boxed 

region indicates the AFM image of Figure 39 (h).  We observe that full hydrogenation of 

MLG reduces the onset temperature for pit formation from 570 °C for pristine samples, 

to 500 °C for fully hydrogenated samples.  Though higher levels of hydrogenation can 

affect MLG and BLG, we observe no marked affect for TLG and thicker-layer samples.  

The top and bottom layers of TLG can be hydrogenated; however the middle layer 

cannot be hydrogenated.  We propose that the middle layer and layers of TLG and 

thicker layer samples, respectively, increase structural integrity allowing the top and 

bottom layers to maintain a more stable sp2 structure, decreasing bond dissociation.  In 

contrast, MLG and BLG have been predicted to form stable sp3 bonds upon 

hydrogenation [14,15,16].  Such structures lack the middle layer and layers of TLG and 

thicker-layer samples, respectively.                                 
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Figure 41. Large-scale composite AFM image of a flake fully hydrogenated via H2 
plasma exposure, and then etched in 150 Torr O2 at 550 °C for 30 min. Image was 
created by photo-merging five adjacent AFM images. 2 and 3 indicate MLG, BLG and 
TLG, respectively.  Boxed region outlines higher-resolution AFM image shown in 
Figure 39 (h). Arrow indicates completely etched MLG region observable in Figure 39 
(e); a slight residue of the former MLG region is observable. 
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5.6 Oxidative Etching of Dehydrogenated MLG, BLG & TLG 

 Figures 42 (a)-(h) show data for flakes that were plasma hydrogenated then 

dehydrogenated prior to etching at 550 °C.  For the partially hydrogenated flake shown 

in Figure 42 (a), a reduced optical contrast for the MLG region is observed after etching, 

as shown in Figure 42 (b).  Figure 42 (c) shows micro-Raman spectra of the MLG, BLG 

and TLG regions of the flake before and after dehydrogenation at 220 °C, showing that 

the MLG and BLG regions were partially hydrogenated prior to dehydrogeantion.  For 

this sample, dehydrogenation reduced ID/IG vales for MLG, BLG and TLG regions from 1.4 

to 0.1, 1.4 to 0.4, and 0.9 to 0.2, respectively, similar to pristine values for such samples.  

After etching, the MLG region was 27% etched, as shown by the AFM image of Figure 42 

(d).    Etch pits with    = 170 ± 27 nm and σ/   = 0.16 are observed. This is in contrast to  

the partially hydrogenated MLG region that was not dehydrogenated – shown in Figure 

40 (a)-(d) – that was 52% etched.  Thus, a reduction of pitting for dehydrogenated 

relative to hydrogenated samples is observed.  The existence of [fewer] pits in 

dehydrogenated samples is attributed to interactions with remaining chemisorbed H 

sites during oxidation and structural disorder induced from the hydrogenation process.  

Residual disorder for dehydrogenated MLG samples has been inferred from electrical 

transport measurements [15].  Figure 43 shows a large-scale AFM image of the flake 

shown in Figures 42 (a)-(d).  In contrast to the partially hydrogenated BLG region shown  

in Figure 39 (h) with a pit density of 0.5 pits/μm2, less pitting is observed with a density 

of 0.05 pits/μm2.  Furthermore, no TLG pits are observable. 
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Figure 42. (a) Optical image of a graphene flake hydrogenated with a H2 plasma such 
that the MLG region was partially hydrogenated, and then dehydrogenated at 220 °C.  
Plasma conditions were: 30 mTorr H2 for 10 sec at a frequency of 20 MHz. 1, 2 and 3 
indicate MLG, BLG and TLG, respectively.  (b) Optical image of sample shown in (a) 
after etching at 550 °C.  (c) Raman spectra of MLG, BLG and TLG regions indicated in 
(a) and (d).  Black and blue curves indicate hydrogenated and dehydrogenated data, 
respectively.  (d) AFM image of boxed region in (b).  (e) Optical image of a graphene 
flake hydrogenated with a H2 plasma such that the MLG region was fully 
hydrogenated, and then dehydrogenated at 220 °C.  Plasma conditions were: 40 
mTorr H2 for 20 sec at a frequency of 20 MHz. (f) Optical image of sample shown in 
(e) after etching at 550 °C.  (g) Raman spectra of MLG, BLG and TLG regions indicated 
in (e) and (h).  Black and blue curves indicate hydrogenated and dehydrogenated 
data, respectively.  (h) AFM image of boxed region in (f). 
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 Figures 42 (e)-(h) show data for a flake hydrogenated to a higher degree prior to 

dehydrogenation at 220 °C and etching at 550 °C.  As shown in the optical images of 

Figures 42 (e) and (f), a reduced optical contrast is observed for the MLG region before 

and after etching, respectively.  Figure 42 (g) shows micro-Raman spectra of the MLG, 

BLG and TLG regions of the flake showing that the MLG and BLG regions were fully 

hydrogenated prior to dehydrogenation.  For this sample, dehydrogenation reduced 

ID/IG vales for MLG, BLG and TLG regions from 2.0 to 0.1, 1.7 to 0.5, and 0.8 to 0.2, 

respectively.  These dehydrogenated values are similar to those of the previous sample.  

Figure 43. AFM image of a flake partially hydrogenated via H2 plasma exposure, 
dehydrogenated at 220 °C for 1 hr, and then etched in 150 Torr O2 at 550 °C for 30 
min. 1, 2 and 3 indicate MLG, BLG and TLG, respectively. Boxed region outlines 
higher-resolution AFM image shown in Figure 31 (d). The BLG and TLG regions show a 
few and no etch pits, respectively. 
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In contrast to the previous sample – where the MLG region was 27% etched – the MLG 

region is 52% etched, as shown by the AFM image in Figure 42 (h).  Figure 44 shows a  

large-scale image of the flake shown in Figures 42 (e)-(h).  BLG and TLG regions show pit 

densities of 0.12 and 0.03 pits/μm2, respectively.  Thus, for dehydrogenated samples  

with similar ID/IG values, the greater the initial hydrogenation, the greater the pit density 

after dehydrogenation. 

 Figures 45 (a)-(d) show data for a flake that was hydrogenated then 

dehydrogenated to a higher temperature of 590 °C in the UHV system operating at a 

base pressure of 1 X 10-10 Torr.  UHV was chosen for this dehydrogenation temperature 

to avoid oxidation from residual O2.  After dehydrogenation, the sample was transferred 

to the tube furnace for etching at 550 °C.  Figures 45 (a) and (b) show optical images of 

the sample before and after etching, respectively.  A slight reduction in optical contrast 

for the MLG region is observable.  Etching along possible grain boundaries is also 

observable.  Figure 45 (c) shows micro-Raman spectra of the MLG, BLG and TLG regions 

showing ID/IG values of 1.7, 1.2 and 0.6, respectively.  This sample is more and less 

hydrogenated than the samples shown in Figures 42 (c) and (g), respectively.  After 

dehydrogenation, no D peaks are observable for this sample.  After etching, MLG etch 

pits are observable, as shown in the AFM image of Figure 45 (d).  The MLG region is 12% 

etched with    = 169 ±26 nm and σ/   = 0.15.  We attribute the presence of pits after 

dehydrogenation at 590 °C to residual structural disorder.  In contrast, the MLG shown 

in Figure 42 (c) with a similar ID/IG value that was dehydrogenated at a lower T of 220 °C  
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showed more pitting.  Therefore, samples with similar degrees of initial hydrogenation 

show smaller etch pit densities for higher dehydrogenation temperatures.  Figure 46 is a 

large-scale AFM image of the flake shown in Figure 45 (d).  Observed is one pit each for 

the BLG and TLG layers.  Dehydrogenated BLG samples show far less pitting than 

dehydrogenated MLG samples.  We attribute this effect to less residual disorder for the 

former.  Though we attribute residual disorder to effects of the hydrogenation process, 

we show that the hydrogenation/dehydrogenation process alone is not responsible for 

the formation of etch pits.  Figure 47 (a) shows an optical image of a pristine flake that 

was fully hydrogenated with an H2 plasma then dehydrogenated in UHV at 590 °C.  After  

Figure 44. AFM image of a flake fully hydrogenated via H2 plasma exposure, 
dehydrogenated at 220 °C for 1 hr, and then etched in 150 Torr O2 at 550 °C for 30 
min. 1, 2 and 3 indicate MLG, BLG and TLG, respectively. Boxed region outlines 
higher-resolution AFM image shown in Figure 31 (h).  The BLG and TLG regions show 
a few scattered pits. 
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hydrogenation, MLG, BLG and TLG regions of this sample showed ID/IG ratios of 2.5, 2.5, 

and 1.8, respectively.  After dehydrogenation, no D peak was observable for any layer.   

As shown in Figure 47 (b) and (c), no etch pits are observable for any layer of the flake.  

We conclude that etch pits originate during the oxidation process and not during 

hydrogenation or dehydrogenation.  We show etch pit distributions for samples shown  

in the AFM images of Figures 34 (g), 35 (a), 38 (d), 39 (d), 39 (h), 42 (d), 42 (h) and 45 in 

Figures 48 (a)-(h),respectively.  Samples indicated in Figures 48 (d)-(g), showed 

significant pit coalescence thus only non-coalesced pit diameters are plotted.  As shown 

in Figures 48 (a) and (c), pre-annealing MLG at 590 °C increases the onset temperature 

for etch  pit formation but does not significantly reduce σ/  .  HOPG, shown in Figure 48  

Figure 45. (a) Optical image of a graphene flake hydrogenated with a H2 plasma, and 
then dehydrogenated at 590 °C.  Plasma conditions were: 55 mTorr H2 for 60 sec at a 
frequency of 20 MHz.  1, 2 and 3 indicate MLG, BLG and TLG, respectively.  (b) Optical 
image of sample shown in (a) after etching at 550 °C.  (c) Raman spectra of MLG, BLG 
and TLG regions indicated in (a) and (c).   Black and blue curves indicate 
hydrogenated and dehydrogenated data, respectively.  No D peak is observed for 
dehydrogenated MLG, BLG and TLG regions.  (d) AFM image of boxed region in (b).  
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(b), shows a very narrow etch pit distribution in comparison to pristine, hydrogenated 

and dehydrogenated samples.  As shown in Figures 48 (d) and (e), hydrogenation of 

MLG and BLG narrows and widens the etch pit distributions, respectively, and increases 

the reactivity of both.  Dehydrogenation of MLG tends to reduce σ/  , as shown in 

Figures 48 (f)-(h). 

 

5.7 Oxidative Etching of SEM Hydrogenated MLG, BLG & TLG 

 Figures 49 (a)-(h) show data for flakes that were hydrogenated via exposure to 

electrons from an SEM system.  Samples were irradiated with 5keV electrons to a  

Figure 46. AFM image of a flake fully hydrogenated via H2 plasma exposure, 
dehydrogenated at 590 °C for 1 hr, and then etched in 150 Torr O2 at 550 °C for 30 
min. 1, 2 and 3 indicate MLG, BLG and TLG, respectively. Boxed region outlines 
higher-resolution AFM image shown in Figure 10 (d). No etch pits are observable on 
BLG and TLG regions. 
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fluence of 17 mC/cm2.  Figure 49 (a) shows an optical image of a flake after SEM 

exposure with a fully hydrogenated MLG region.  Figure 49 (b) shows an optical image of 

the same area after etching at 550 °C.  Observed are etch lines along grain boundaries  

and a reduced optical contrast for MLG regions of the sample.  Figure 49 (c) shows 

micro-Raman spectra of the MLG, BLG and TLG regions showing that only the MLG 

region was fully hydrogenated, consistent with previous reports that suggest SEM 

exposure does not significantly hydrogenate BLG and TLG [17,18,61].  Figure 49 (d) is an 

AFM image showing many coalesced MLG etch pits but few BLG and TLG etch pits.  The 

MLG region is 42% etched with    = 271 ± 90 nm and σ/   = 0.33.  Pit densities for the 

BLG and TLG regions were each 0.2 pits/μm2.  Figure 49 (e) shows an optical image of a  

Figure 47. (a) Optical image of a fully hydrogenated flake that was dehydrogenated at 
590 °C for 1 hr in UHV. Hydrogenation was carried out using H2 plasma. 1, 2 and 3 
indicate MLG, BLG and TLG, respectively.  Prior to dehydrogenation, ID/IG for MLG, 
BLG and TLG regions was 2.5, 2.5 and 1.8, respectively. After dehydrogenation, no 
Raman D peak was observable for any layer. (b) AFM image of large boxed region in 
(a) showing no pits on any layer of the flake. (c) Higher resolution AFM image of small 
boxed region in (a) and boxed region in (b). No etch pits are observable, indicating 
that pit formation on hydrogenated samples requires oxidative etching. 
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Figure 48. Histograms of pit diameters for (a) MLG etched at 570 °C.  (b) HOPG 
etched at 650 °C.  (c) MLG pre-heated at 590 °C and etched at 650 °C.  (d) Partially 
hydrogenated MLG etched at 550 °C.  (e) Fully hydrogenated BLG etched at 550 °C.  
(f) Partially hydrogenated MLG dehydrogenated at 220 °C then etched at 550 °C.  (g) 
Fully hydrogenated MLG dehydrogenated at 220 °C then etched at 550 °C.  (h) Fully 
hydrogenated MLG dehydrogenated at 590 °C then etched at 550 °C. 
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Figure 49. (a)  Optical image of a graphene flake hydrogenated with an SEM system 
to a fluence of 17 mC/cm2 such that the MLG region was fully hydrogenated.  1, 2 and 
3 indicate MLG, BLG and TLG, respectively.  (b) Optical image of sample shown in (a) 
after etching at 550 °C.  (c) Raman spectra of MLG, BLG and TLG regions indicated in 
(a) and (d).  (d) AFM image of boxed region in (b).  (e)  Optical image of a graphene 
flake hydrogenated with an SEM system to a dosage of 17 mC/cm2 such that the MLG 
region was fully hydrogenated, and then dehydrogenated at 200 °C.  (f) Optical image 
of sample shown in (e) after etching at 550 °C.  (g) Raman spectra of MLG, BLG and 
TLG regions indicated in (e) and (h).  (h) AFM image of boxed region in (f).  Black and 
blue curves indicate hydrogenated and dehydrogenated data, respectfully. 
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flake with an MLG region that was fully hydrogenated then dehydrogenated at 200 °C 

prior to etching at 550 °C.  After etching, a reduced optical contrast for the MLG region 

is observable.  Straight line etching along grain boundaries can also be seen as shown in 

Figure 49 (f).  Figure 49 (g) shows micro-Raman spectra of MLG, BLG and TLG regions 

before and after dehydrogenation showing that only the MLG region was fully 

hydrogenated – similar to the previous sample exposed to the SEM system. 

Dehydrogenation reduced initial hydrogenated values of ID/IG for MLG, BLG and TLG 

regions from 1.9 to 0.1, 0.2 to 0.1 and 0.1 to 0.1, respectively, indicated by black and 

blue curves.  Figure 49 (h) shows an AFM image of the boxed region in Figure 49 (f) 

showing far fewer etch pits than the previous sample that was not dehydrogenated.  

The MLG region is 15% etched with    = 188 ± 66 nm and σ/   = 0.35.  As shown by the 

AFM image in Figure 50, the BLG and TLG regions directly below the MLG region had pit 

densities of 0.1 and 0.05 pits/μm2, respectively. 

 

5.8 Conclusion                                           

 We find that pre-annealing MLG at 590 °C prior to etching increases the onset 

temperature for pit formation from 570 °C to about 650 °C, comparable to the threshold 

temperature for pit formation in HOPG.  However, pre-annealing at lower temperatures 

of 400 °C – which is known to remove adsorbed H2O and O2 – does not significantly 

change the etching behavior of MLG.  This result corroborates the fact that adsorbed 

H2O and O2 do not perturb the sp2 nature of the MLG lattice.  We attribute the  
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increased onset temperature for pit formation in MLG pre-annealed at 590 °C to an 

increased adhesion to the SiO2/Si substrate that results from direct weak interactions 

between the layer and substrate.  The increased oxidative pit formation of plasma and 

SEM hydrogenated MLG and BLG samples is attributed to a transition to the more 

reactive sp3 configuration.  TLG and thicker layer samples are less susceptible to this 

effect due to the added structural support of intermediate layer(s).  We find that 

dehydrogenation of MLG and BLG reduces pit formation.  While TLG and thicker-layer 

samples are less susceptible to oxidative pit formation due to a higher structural 

stability, poor surface adhesion and sp3 hybridization can increase the pit formation of 

MLG and BLG.                             

Figure 50. AFM image of sample shown in Figure 14 (e) showing few scattered pits on 
the BLG and TLG regions having pit densities of 0.1 and 0.05 pits/μm2, respectively.   
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

 
 In summary, we report the modification of graphene properties due to electron 

irradiation from three sources: an SEM, an e-beam operating in UHV and a cold plasma 

containing excited species from either H2 or He gas.  Initial reports on SEM irradiation 

claimed that the observation of an induced Raman D peak was due to the well known 

three stage amorphization trajectory for defects created in graphitic materials.  Through 

extensive experiments involving electron irradiation, we have shown that the induced 

Raman D band occurs due to reversible hydrogenation rather than amorphization.  This 

conclusion is based on the almost complete reversibility of the induced D peak by 

annealing at low temperatures of 200 ˚C.  Our proposed mechanism for hydrogenation 

was electron impact fragmentation of naturally adsorbed water vapor.  In this modeled 

process, fragmented H species overcome the low barrier for hydrogenation and 

chemisorb above and below the MLG basal plane, forming a new material, graphane.  

Unlike MLG, graphane is predicted to have a band gap of about 3.5 eV.  Thus, graphane 

would be quite suitable for semiconductor applications.  We also observed similar 

results for hydrogenated BLG and TLG.  As BLG and TLG have properties not observed in 

MLG, their hydrogenated analogs, diamane and triamane, may also have profound 

impacts in future microelectronic devices. 
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 Thinning of multi-layer graphene by exposure to an intense helium plasma was 

also demonstrated.  In this process, a controllable and incremental decrease in atomic 

layers was observed.  These results were corroborated by optical microscopy, AFM and 

Raman spectroscopy studies.  As the properties of multi-layer graphene heavily rely on 

n, reducing n in such samples would have a wide range of applications.  For example, in 

the production of flat panel displays and solar cells where thin regions are desired for 

their optical transparency and thicker regions are desired as interconnects.  By varying 

sample biases during exposure, we propose that thinning is due to electron excitation 

followed by dissociation of basal plane carbon atoms.  This scalable technique would be 

compatible with current methods of micro-electronic device fabrication processes. 

 We also report the oxidative etching of pristine, pre-annealed, hydrogenated 

and dehydrogenated MLG, BLG and TLG.  Such experiments were carried out with the 

aim of understanding the fundamental mechanisms involved in the etching of modified 

graphenes.  We found that pre-annealing MLG at 400 ˚C does not have a significant 

impact on the etching behavior.  However, pre-annealing MLG at 590 ˚C, which reduced 

the step height between MLG and the substrate, significantly increased the onset 

temperature for pit formation.  We attribute this effect to direct weak interactions 

between MLG and the substrate, which reduces the reactivity of MLG.  Hydrogenation 

significantly increases the reactivity of MLG, while dehydrogenation reduces reactivity.  

Though ideal graphane is predicted to be less reactive than MLG, theoretical simulations 
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show the formation of frustrated H domains in graphane.  We propose these domains 

induce local bond strains, increasing the reactivity of MLG.            
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